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Nicole Gaddie elected ASSU President, Sype is VP
Emma McAleavy
News Editor
More than 1,150 students
logged on to vote for next year’s
ASSU representatives last week.
Nicole Gaddie beat three other
candidates to become Student
Body President, while Eric Sype
May Day protest turns violent downtown
Lindsey Wasson | The Spectator
A woman talks on her cell phone as she looks at the damage to the Federal Courthouse in Seattle on Tuesday, May 1. A small
group of protesters dressed in black grew violent in the early afternoon, using flagpoles, rocks and paint bombs to damage local
downtown businesses.
Student loans make up most of US debt
Colleen Fontana
Staff Writer
Graduation used to mean an-
ticipation to enter the work force.
Now, graduation means facing
the reality ofa high-price education
and subsequent debt.
Education and cars are the
only two things Americans owe
more toward than their credit
card companies.
According to National Public
Radio (NPR), Americans owe $867
May 2, 2012
ran uncontested to become
Executive Vice President.
President-elect Gaddie said in
a statement to the Spectator, “I
was pretty overwhelmed, it was
just such a tremen-
dous honor to get this
position, especially
only being in ASSU
billion in student loans compared
to the $7 34 billion in auto loans
and $704 billion in credit card
debt.
With tuition costs steadily rising
and debt increasing just as rapidly,
students are suddenly faced with
the reality of getting an education
in these tough economic times.
High school seniors must be-
gin to ask themselves if the cost is
worth it, said Mike Segawa, dean
of the University of Puget Sound.
Despite the importance placed
Inside Seattle Public school woes
thespectator
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on higher education, students must
weigh the fact that they will likely
come out ofcollege buried in debt.
“For me it depends on how
much debt that is,” said Segawa.
“Over the course of their life cycle,
what is the chance they’re going to
be able to pay that off?”
At his institution, he works to
talk students through the reality
of high costs. Generally, if given
an opportunity to attend college,
students will take it. Segawa rec-
ognizes that it’s ultimately their
choice, but he’s beginning to won-
der if his school should even admit
a student whose financial situation
makes heavy debt inevitable.
“We might have admitted that
student and that family before,
but now we may not even
admit
them just so that choice doesn’t
cost them.”
Segawa spoke on a panel at a
conference last Friday in
Pigott Auditorium on
the “Economic Realities
and the Future Face of
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The confiscation of a shipment
of fake driver’s licenses by federal
authorities last month resulted in
disciplinaryhearings for roughly 65
Seattle University students.
The FBI notified Public Safety
when Homeland Security inter-
cepted a mass shipment of fake
IDs that was addressed to a single
student living in Campion Hall.
The students involved were then
notified by email that the package
had been discovered and that they
were implicated in the process.
Students caught with fake IDs
could face federal fraudcharges and
fines upwards of$1,000.
Accordingto one ofthe charged
students, who wished to remain
anonymous, a former Seattle U
student who offered to collect the
fee for the fake IDs and place the
order contacted her and
informed her that she K
was one of a few stu-
dents ordering an ID,
Farmers Market
fun times
Sy Bean | The Spectator
5
weeks left
Seattle establishes youth court
Women’s rowing goes varsity
spectator.com
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has grown roughly 40 percent since
Housing Director Timothy Albert
was an undergraduate here.
“[Seattle U] has expanded and
were not the only ones who have,”
said Albert.
This year there are approxi-
mately 8,000 students enrolled at
Seattle U, totalling both under-
graduate and graduate students.
This number is estimated to re-
main the same in the 2012-2013
academic year.
According to the Office of
Undergraduate Admissions,
roughly 6,500 applications for
the 2012-2013 school year were
received. Admissions is aiming for
a freshman class of approximately
925 students in addition to 450
transfer students.
“We are unable to say how
many students will have se-
lected Seattle U today, but we
are working hard to achieve
our goals,” said Associate Director
ofAdmissions Andrea Frangi.
The Admissions Office,
Housing, and the Financial Aid
office exchange resources and
communicate extensively when
attempting to plan and prepare
for upcoming school years.
“I have great sympathy for
those in the admissions office,”
Albert said. “It seems that they al-
ways have someone on their backs.
Either the class is too small, or the
incoming class is too large, when
really it’s all a matter of guessing
how many students will decide to
attend Seattle U.”
Each year the admissions office
must estimate how many accepted
applicants will decide to attend
Seattle U. During the process of
accepting applicants, they accept
more students than the university
the spectator
news
may have room for because not
all accepted students will come to
Seattle U in the fall.
The large freshman class
of 2010 was the byproduct
of overestimation.
“Many more students than ex-
pected confirmed with admissions
that year,” Albert said. “It seemed
like a lot to handle at the time, but
as far as numbers go, it offset the
low number of incoming freshmen
Students living off-
campus earn a GPA
0.3 points lower than
[other students]
from 2009.”
Seattle U requires all freshmen
and sophomore students to live
on campus, arguing that students
who live on campus longer per-
form better in classes.
“On a national level it has
been proven that students living
off campus earn a GPA 0.3 points
lower than students of the same
age living on campus,” Albert said.
This year, there will not be any
open spaces in on campus hous-
ing once all the incoming fresh-
men are assigned, which, accord-
ing to Albert is “pretty normal.”
Housing reserves 125 spaces for
juniors and seniors who wish to
live on campus. The other 1,954
beds are reserved for freshmen
and sophomores.
According to Housing, living
on campus allows for more struc-
ture, more contact with study




Seattle U sophomore Katie
Webster didn’t like the thin walls
and RAs who seemed to be RAs
“for the wrong reasons,” but she
did plan to live on campus her
junior year had she not taken a
quarter off.
“When I took this quarter off, I
lost priority and I’d most likely get
stuck in Campion,” said Webster.
“That’s the real reason I’m mov-
ing off campus, otherwise I would
have tried to stay in the [Murphy
Apartments].”
When choosing housing, ju-
niors and seniors get first priority
due to the low number ofavailable
space for upperclassmen. There are
currently 90 students on the ju-
nior/senior waitlist for housing.
Freshmen and sophomores
are guaranteed housing, though
they may not end up living where
they requested.
Seattle U freshman Kate John
and her two roommates will be
living in a Bellarmine triple,
originally their fourth choice
housing option.
“I don’t want to live on cam-
pus my junior year, mostly be-
cause I don’t want to go through
this process with Housing again,”
said John.
The housing office normal-
ly only allows underclassmen
to live off-campus in extreme
final numbers unclear
circumstances, such as health is-
sues that the university cannot
accommodate or such financial
strain that the student may not
be able to return to Seattle U.
“Many students think it’s
cheaper to live off campus but it’s
not that much cheaper when you
factor in the cost of cable, furni-
ture, food and transportation,”
Many students think
it’s cheaper to live





Housing offers counseling to
freshmen and sophomore stu-
dents before allowing them to
move off campus in an attempt to
help them organize their finances
and get a better handle on living
expenses and off-campus life.
Once students reach their ju-
nior and senior year, Housing still
offers assistance and advice via
off-campus living expos in which
the university invites students to
meet landlords.
The Douglas and the Rianna
Apartments are usually popu-
lar requests after attendance of
such events.
A student who chooses to rent
a Douglas unit will still be consid-
ered an “on-campus” student, al-
though the complex is not owned
by Seattle U. The Douglas’ de-
veloper, The Seneca Group, con-





Seattle U and the owners of
the Douglas have an understand-
ing and when a potential resident
applies to the Douglas complex,
the manager often contacts the
Seattle U housing office to ensure
that they are enrolled students.
“Juniors and seniors get prior-
ity in Douglas, then come gradu-
ate and law students,” Albert said.
As ofMonday, only two spaces
were available in the Douglas com-
plex. The remainder were taken by
Seattle U students.
Similarly, Seattle U students
compose roughly 95 percent of
the residents at the Rianna apart-
ments. However, the Riannas do
not have the same relationship to
Seattle U as the Douglas complex.
Holly may be reached at
hmartinez@su-spectator.com
thespectator
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Planetary Resources plans to mine asteroids for water
Bianca Sewake
Staff Writer
First it was a trip tp the moon.
Many said it couldn’t be done,
though many space explorations
have occurred since it happened.
Then it was having computers
on every desk. Many doubted,
but now technological advance-
ments require the use of comput-
ers. Now it is mining asteroids
for resources, and visionary Peter
Diamandis, M.D. of Planetary
Resourcesdias no doubt it will
be done.
“The vision of Planetary
Resources is to make the resourc-
es of space available to humanity
both in space and here on earth,
whether it’s propellant from wa-
ter on asteroids or strategic met-
als and minerals that are impor-
tant to promoting and creating
a world of abundance here on
Earth,” said Diamandis at a press
conference held April 24 at the
Charles Sim'onyi Space Gallery at
the Museum ofFlight.
Diamandis was joined by
the rest of the small team of
Planetary Resources at the confer-
ence, which was started in 2009
and has been working quietly
since 2010 to think ofways to at-
tain resources.
“Asteroids, coming from the
very beginning ofour solar system,
have existed literally for billions of
Some students forego college to avoid debt
jl8flMM| HigherEducation.” The
Mj|ij||| panel was part of an
all-day conference put
on by the College of
Education Student Development
Group. One attendee raised her
hand during the panel to add to
Segawa’s comments.
“There’s going to come a point
where the public says ‘This isn’t
worth my time, this isn’t vyorth
my money,”’ she said.
Many nodded their heads
around her, indicating she isn’t
alone in her concern.
Gayatri Eassey, a program
officer at the College Success
Foundation, recognizes the severity
ofthis concern, but she has trouble
finding the solution.
“We know students shouldn’t
be burdened with these loans but
the question is ‘What is the alterna-
tive?’”' she said.
Segawa knows that there are
certain areas of study that are
more likely to be successful in the
work force. Science and business
majors are known to have an easier
time finding a job than those with
liberal arts degrees. This reality
presents another difficult topic
ofconsideration for the dean. He
is now working on reconciling
the need to generate student suc-
cess with his desire to provide a
holistic education.
“Being productive citizens
means more than learning about
biology,” he said. “It means
learning how to write, learning
how to speak, learning how to
think critically.”
According to Segawa, there will
always be someone who can afford
years and have the most interest-
ing, valuable materials that we
will need not only our future in
space but also for our future on
earth,” said Eric Anderson, co-
founder and cochairman of
Planetary Resources.
“Whether it’s an abundance of
metals and minerals and energy
and real estate, these are the things
It can be done. Yes,




near infinite quantity in space.
... When we think about scarce
metals, minerals and such, as we
move beyond the bounds of earth
to a solar system that is full of re-
sources, we can bring those back to
humanity,” Diamandis said.
These resources include water
and precious metals. But water is
not only essential to life on Earth,
but it will be essential to life in
space, as that is what the future
looks like to Planetary Resources.
Furthermore, water has proper-
ties that will create rocket fuel,
which will open up roadways in
a steeply-priced education, but that
begins to limit the type ofstudent
that is able to attain such a degree.
“Is the style of education that
we offer only for those that can af-
ford it?” he said. “If it is we need




to look at how we are preparing
leaders for this world.”
Vice President and Vice
Provost for Student Life at the
University of Washington, Eric
Godfrey, was on the panel next
to Segawa. According to Godfrey,
allowing students into school
and facing such debt can even be
considered unethical.
“We know by the time you
graduate you will have a $40,000
debt,” he said. “We know you
can’t pay it off. Where’s the ethics
in that?”
Recently, President Obama be-
gan to address this issue.
Surrounded by thousands of
cheering students, Obama spoke
on student loan interest rates at the
University of North Carolina in
April. This is one of many speech-
es he has been giving to young
college voters.
“A higher education is the
Barack Obama
President
space exploration and lower costs.
Precious metals will be used for
industrial work.
The company is looking to
near-Earth approaching asteroids,
not the asteroids in the asteroid
belt, which is far away between
Mars and Jupiter. The near-Earth
asteroids are of similar orbital of
Earth and will be easier to reach.
“We’re going from a species
that used to only use resources in
a day’s walk to a species that has
access to resources on our planet
to a species that has access to
resources in our solar system,”
Diamandis said.
“We’re charting a path that
gets us to single digit millions
per prospect in space craft,” said
Chris Lewicki, president and chief
engineer of Planetary Resources.
“That is out there. That is bold,
that is crazy. That is what attracts
me to this. Those are the types of
advances we need. Those are the
kinds of the things we need to
raise the capability for everyone
and give everyone access to space.”
But why now? According to
Diamandis, there are five reasons.
First is that now, small groups of
people can accomplish what only
large corporations could accom-
plish before. The next is the avail-
ability in space launch, meaning
that companies invested billions of
dollars in this.
There is a new generation of
clearest path into the middle
class,” he said. “Now I know those
of
you who are about to graduate
are wondering what’s in store for
your future.... This country has al-
ways
made a commitment to put
a good education within the reach
ofall who are willing to work for
it. That’s what makes us special.”
But working for it now comes
at a price, even after attaining
a diploma.
According to Obama, the aver-
age student graduates with around
$25,000 in debt.
“We have to make college more
affordable for our young people,”
he said. “That’s the bottom line,”
The crowd of students erupted
in applause and cheers.
risktolerant investors, Earth is in a
resource pinch, and manywants to
extend human presence in space.
The investors include Google’s
Larry' Page and Eric Schmidt,
filmmaker and explorer James
Cameron, chairman ofIntentional
Software Corporation and
Microsoft’s former chief software
architect Charles Simonyi, found-
We are living in a world
where individuals




er of Sherpqlo and Google Board
ofDirectors founding member K.
Ram Shriram, and chairman of
Hillwood and the Perot Group’s
Ross Perot, Jr.
Cameron’s hit 2009 film
“Avatar” revolves around the story
ofa distant alien world devastated
by a human mining operation.
With its strong financial back-
ers, Planetary Resources says it is
now prepared to carry on with
its plan.
Currently in the works is the
Arkyd series ofspacecraft. The first
Obama challenged the students
to consider where their state rep-
resentatives stand, on funding for
higher education. According to
Obama, congress needs to increase
access to Pell Grants and work-
study jobs for students as well as
prevent interest rates on student
loans from increasing.
On July 1 the interest rates on
federal student loans will double
unless Congress acts.
“[Can] anybodyhere can afford
to pay an extra $1,000 right now?”
he said.
“No,” said an individual loudly.
“I didn’t think so,” Obama said.
Students at private institutions
leave with about $6,000 more
in debt than students at public
the spectator
phases of the plan is to fully de-
velop the technology to send into
space, identify the near-Earth as-
teroids and find out what they’re
made of, then collect the materials
and deliver where they are needed.
But the company knows this
task won’t be easy.
“It will be very difficult. There
will be times when we fail. There
will be times when we have to
pick up the pieces and try again.
But we’re going to do it,” said
Anderson.
“It can be done. Yes, it is very
difficult, there’s no question,”
Diamandis said. “We’re talking
about something that is extraor-
dinarily difficult. But the returns
and the benefits for humanity
are extraordinary.”
“It’s time to stop all this nega-
tive thinking. We are living in a
world where individuals and small
teams have the ability to do in-
credible things,” he added.
The company holds itselfto the
highest standards, but will take
risks when necessary. And though
they know the risks, they believe
in the project and hope others
will follow.
A specific timeline will not be
available. However, the first set
of the Arkyd spacecraft series will
launch within 24 months.
Bianca may be reached at
bsewake@su-spectator.com
colleges, according to NPR.
And Seattle University is
no exception.
According to Seattle U’s web-
site, 86.8 percent of undergradu-
ates are receiving financial aid.
Eassey said institutions are now
forced to ask where their graduates
are now and how much money
they are making.
Though she finds great value in
higher education, she advises stu-
dents to speak with others within
their chosen career to glean advice.
If something can be achieved at a
cheaper price that might be the
smartest way to go.
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Dozens of students involved in massive fake ID bust
not one of 65. She said




She found out later that she
wasn’t the only one who’d been
lied to.
“She told me thatthe IDs would
be shipped to her apartment,” the
student said. “She told someone
else they were going to her friend’s
house. We had no idea they would
be shipped to Campion.”
The package was actually ad-
dressed to a second student or-
ganizing the order who resided
in Campion at the time. He
has since been removed from
on-campus housing.
The Office of Student
Development sent letters to the
students outlining the charges
they were facing and the process
that would be used to determine
the consequences for their action.
However, many of the students
were confused about the details
of the informal hearing that was
to be held, and some were angered
by the university’s involvement.
According to the letters, each
student faced six separate charges
of violating the Seattle U Code
of Student Conduct. The charges
listed were violation ofhealth and
safety of self, residence hall regula-
tions, state and federal law, the use
offalse identification, technology
use and the computer policies of
Seattle U. A copy of the Public
Safety incident report was at-
tached to each letter.
Following the charges, the stu-
dents were split into two groups
the spectator news
and directed to attend one of two
informal hearings that were held
last week. They were told that
their attendance was mandatory
and that they would have an op-
portunity at the hearing to accept
responsibility for all charges and
sanctions. If they did not attend
but accepted responsibility, they
would be given a formal hearing
that could result in suspension.
After the hearings, each stu-
dent was given a sanction letter
directing them to submit “a writ-
ten review of three journal articles
on the topic of identity theft and
fraud on college campuses.” They
were also charged a fine of $150
and put on academic probation
until September 2012.
Students who have been placed
on academic probation cannot ap-
ply for leadership positions at the
school up to one year after the in-
cident, may be, required to meet
regularly with an advisor, may be
Many students were
not aware the Ds
would be ordered in
bulk from China,
required to attend a skill improve-
ment workshop, and have limits
on the amounts ofcredits they can
take each quarter.
A formal hearing would have
resulted in the notification of the
parents of all students involved
and suspensions for all students,
among other and potentially much
harsher sanctions.
The students involved in the
hearings recognize and take re-
sponsibility for the danger they
could have potentially put them-
selves and others in. But many
were still upset over the process
carried out by the university, call-
ing it unfair.
The same student who earlier
revealed the ordering process of
the IDs said the letter she received
clearly stated that she would be
“offered the opportunity to accept
responsibility” for the charges, im-
plying that she had already been
found guilty.
“Ifyou went to the hearingyou
were automatically admitting to
the charges,” said the Seattle U
freshman. “But if you didn’t go
then you could get suspended. So
we didn’t really have a choice.”
The student said that accepting
responsibility for the charges was
never an issue, and that she never
disputed attempting to purchase
a fake ID, but she was angry that
the university seemed to have al-
ready decided her fate.
The Seattle U freshman also
found the group hearings inap-
propriate and ineffective. With
so many people involved and the
university appearing to take the
issue very seriously, she expected
everyone to have their own meet-
ing with a chance to talk about the
charges and ask questions.
Though, this process does
not seem to be unusual when
compared to peer institu-
tions. Gonzaga University has
a similar hearing process for
students facing disciplinary ac-
tion. However, Gonzaga’s policy
is specifically laid out in its stu-
dent handbook and includes
several additional steps prior to
a hearing.
The Gonzaga Bulletin last
week reported that 100 fake IDs
had been confiscated by Spokane
businesses near the University.
The school’s goal is to prevent stu-
dents from facing criminal charges
and instead making the experience
an educational one.
to the charges
After this initial meeting, the
student attends an independent
informal hearing where they are
given the opportunity to accept
responsibility for the charges.
They are also allowed to question
any evidence or witnesses as well
as present their own evidence on
their behalf.
As laid out in Gonzaga’s hand-
book, the informal hearing is de-
signed to promote discussion and
present both sides of the case.
The student said that she will
never try to order a fake ID again,
but she also madeclear that this de-
cision was coming from the federal
charges she could have faced had
the university not been involved.
She said that the hearing was not
as influential to her as it could
have been.
also wished to remain anonymous,
said that the hearings weren’t the
only problem. She said thatwhen it
came to contacting the university,
she was left in the dark.
The letters that were sent out
clearly invited students to ask
questions and express concerns
about the charges. However, the
student said she emailed Associate
Dean of Students, Darrell
Goodwin, to ask questions about
the difference between a formal
and informal hearing and never
received a response.
She said that a friend of hers
who was also involved contacted
Goodwin inquiring about details
of the charges and was simply sent
another copy ofher listed charges.
She said that many students
who have been involved in disci-
plinary action, including herself,
are upset over the lack ofexplana-
tion and communication by the
university. She said that when she
contacted Goodwin in the past
about an alcohol-related hearing,
she was met with generic responses
First, students are notified of
their alleged involvement in an
ongoing investigation into their
conduct and are expected to co-
operate. Then they are given an
initial meeting with the judicial
officer in charge to discuss their
If you went to the
hearing you were
automatically admitting
charges and ask questions about
the process.
Asecond student involved, who
Anonymous Student
and unanswered questions,
This second student mirrored
the first’s concerns over the clarity
of the charges. She felt that since
she didn’t actually receive the ID
or place the order herself, the
charges of “use, possession, sale
or distribution of fake or false
identification cards” and the mis-
use of the Internet and university
policies were inaccurate.
The University ofPortland out-
lines specific student rights regard-
ing disciplinary hearings in their
Student Code ofConduct, includ-
ing an explanation of the student
conduct system, the right to ask
questions to clarify any confusion,
and the right to ask questions of
and challenge the statements of
all witnesses at the hearing. These
rights are to be respected before
the start ofthe conduct hearing.
Conduct does not contain any
explanation of student’s rights
during a conduct hearing. It also
states that an informal hearing
will only be allowed ifthe student
previouslyaccepts responsibilities
of the charges. At Gonzaga and
UP, an informal hearing is the first
step in the process as a whole, and
attendance is not an admittance
of guilt.
process is also not open to appeal,
whereas all hearings at Gonzaga
and UP are open to appeals within
three class or business days of the
initial disciplinary decision.
Both students agreed that
the consequences could have
been much worse had the uni-
versity not been involved. But
they also agree that perhaps the
school’s process of handling situ-
ations like these could he better
organized and carried out. Their
biggest complaint is simply the
perceived lack of communication
Because of the
pro'cess we were
all relieved to get
it overwith.
Anonymous Student
between students and the univer-
sity, especially when invited to ask
questions and inquire about the
charges and process.
“Because ofthe processwe were
all relieved to get it over with, but
none ofus really agreed with what
we were getting charged for. But
we didn’t want it to drag out,” the
second student said.
She noted that this incident
alone could affect her later ifshe
wanted to study abroad or run
for any leadership positions at
the school. She explained that she
must now receivepermission from
Goodwin to participate in any of
those activities.
Ultimately, she expressed that
she’d rather just wait to drink until
she turns 21.
“It’s just not worth it.”
Ali may be reached at
willil 21 @seattleu.edu
Seattle U’s Code of Student
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Garfield students form court to judge youth offenders
Colleen Fontana
StaffWriter
The next time a minor receives a
trafficviolation in Seattle, they will
have the opportunity to take it to
court, a court where the judge is
about 16 years old.
Last month saw the implemen-
tation ofSeattle’s first youth traffic
court, a place where young Seattle
drivers will now be judged by their
peers. Twenty-two Garfield High
School students,are working with
Seattle University law students to
create a realistic, court-like atmo-
sphere for the trials.
Margaret Fisher, a professor in
residence at Seattle U, helped to get
the court started. Fisher has been
involved nationally with youth
courts, and annually holds an event
educating those interested in the
process ofstarting such a court.
Last year, two judges from the
Seattle Municipal Court attended
Fisher’s event and asked Fisher to
head up the establishment of the
youth court with the help of the
university law students. Fisher
has written publications and con-
ducted trainings on youth courts
throughout the country and was
pleased that Seattle was interested
Seattle U feminists join the fight in War on Women
Jordan Meyers
Staff Writer
Chants echoed down Pike
Street last Saturday as the Seattle
U Society of Feminists took up
a lane of traffic to march against
recent sexist rhetoric in the media
arid restrictions on women’s rights.
The march was organized in line
with the nationwide Unite Against
the War on Women movement that
sparked 10 weeks ago in order to
pursue equality for women.
The group of approximately
25 students and staff members
marched from the Lemieux
Library down Pike Street to
the Westlake Center where the
Seattle-wide demonstration was
held. Throughout the march,
men and women alike joined the
group — which tallied up to al-
most 40 people by the end — to
May 2, 2012
in starting its own.
The collaboration between
Garfield High School and Seattle
U allowed for students to be men-
tored by the college law students.
In spirit with the Seattle U
Youth Initiative, Garfield was
chosen because of its proximity to
the university.
The students began their train-
ing in February, meeting with their
Seattle U law student mentors.
“Each one of us has a different
role, I help with the prosecutors,”
said law student Forrest Smith.
“All the students are in charge of
basically teaching them how to act
as professionals.”
As an aide to the prosecu-
tors, Smith helps teach the high
schoolers how to ask questions
and make statements in the
courtroom. Judges learn about
courtroom decorum.
“Essentially its just about cram-
ming three years of law school
knowledge into high school stu-
dents in about three weeks,”
Smith said.
According to Fisher, this fast
timeline has been the biggest dif-
ficulty for the program.
“The challenge is just getting
everything done,” she said.
chant choruses of “Ho, ho, hey,
hey abortion rights are here to
stay,” and, “Our bodies, our lives,'
our right to decide,” among other
cheers that advocated for women’s
rights and autonomy.
Economics professor Kshama
Sawant spearheaded many of
the chants, and spoke outside
Lemieux Library before the
march began.
“Why are we here? This is a
hard question we need to be ask-
ing ourselves,” she said. “2011
was a record year for the attack
on women’s rights. ... And we
have to make 2012 the record year
for the movement that resists
those attacks.”
The issues Sawant cited includ-
ed a Census Bureau report from
last September that indicated more
than 40 percent ofsingle mothers
are now in poverty and President
But both schools had a lot of
drive to get the court started.
Not only do youth courts allow
for minors with trafficviolations to
keep the ticket off theirpermanent
record, but the experience offers
many benefits to the participating
[That idea of restorative




Garfield High School Teacher
students as well.
“This is real,” Fisher said.
“[Students] like to be in the role of
... court staff. They get to make a
contribution to their community.
They get to interact as colleagues
with judges and law professors and
law students and law enforcement.”
Regardless ofwhether students
want to pursue career in law, the ex-
perience helps them broaden their
understanding of the legalsystem.
Corey Martin, Garfield High
Obama’s overruling of the FDA
to make the Plan B pill, otherwise
known as the Morning-After Pill,
available over the counter.
Freshman Lauren Richardson,
a member of the Seattle U Society
ofFeminists, also spoke out about
the gender gap, citing that women
currently hold only 90 out of 535
seats in the U.S. Congress, while
75 percent of teachers in the U.S.
are women.
“I’m here to fight against sex-
ism, against domestic violence,
rape, and against a patriarchal sys-
tem that is present in our politi-
cal, economic and social setups,”
said Richardson.
At the Westlake demonstra-
tion, Washington State Senator
Sharon Nelson, Labor Council
AFL-CIO Secretary Lynne
Dodson and Reverend Elizabeth
Fitzpatrick, among others,
School teacher and advisor to the
youth traffic court, said the expe-
rience will hopefully unveil some
mysteries of the court process.
He also said the main goal is to
put an emphasis on the idea ofre-
storative justice.
Not only are youth judged by
their peers, but their sentence in-
volves giving back to the commu-
nity they might have harmed.
“That’s a huge component of
this whole program is that idea of
restorative justice,” Martin said.
“So not just giving a monetary pen-
altybut having people reflect on the
consequences of their actions and
the responsibilities that they have.”
Sentences can consist of any-
thing from writing an apology let-
ter to repairing damaged property.
“The consequence ... should re-
flect the degree to which this per-
son has potentially harmed their
community,” Martin said.
In addition, the youth will be
asked to sit on a jury for two future
cases so they can participate in the
process. Once they have complet-
ed the whole process, the student
won’t have to pay a fine and the
traffic violation won’t be on their
permanent driving record, which
could mean they avoid increases in
expanded on many of these topics
and more, including the call to re-
new the Violence Against Women
Act, which provided investiga-
tion and prosecution of violent
crimes against women, and the
recent radio incident with Rush
Limbaugh calling Georgetown
University student Sandra Fluke
a “slut” and a “prostitute” for ad-
vocating for insurance coverage of
contraceptives.
“It’s not just us today,” said
Angela Vogel, who volunteered
to help organize the Seattle dem-
onstration. “Thousands ofpeople
across the country are standing up
for women’s rights right now, and
we will do somethingabout this.”
Vogel added that the Unite
Against the War on Women move-
ment in itselfis an inspiring story.
Born out of a single Facebook
group page created by one woman
news the spectator
Fr. Stephen Sundborg, S.J.,
gives a formal toast to this
year’s graduating seniors. As
announced in the toasts, this
year’s seniors have collected
and donated enough money
to create a scholarship for 15
incoming seniors who exem-
plify the SeattleUniversity Je-
suit mission.
Matthew Gilbertson | TheSpectator
insurance fees.
Having ayouth court can also be
a great benefit for the state because
less money is spent on each case
compared to the traditional justice
system. According to the National
Association ofYouth Courts, there
are more than 1,000 youth courts
throughout the U.S.
For the high school student
participants, it’s seen as an effective
way to deal with reckless driving.
“A lot of times adults make our
decisions or parents make our de-
cisions, and we’re not okay with
that,” said Garfield High School
student Clare Fuget in a recent
Seattle Times article. “We need to
speak for ourselves.... We can relate
to each other more.”
Fuget and her classmates will
meet once a month to hear up to
five cases per session.
Martin is excited that the pro-
gram is up and running.
“I look forward to continuing
this and building the relation ...
between the municipal court, SU
and Garfield.”
Colleen may be reached at
cfontana@su-spectator.com
on Feb. 19 that had almost 500
people requesting to join overnight,
the movement quickly snowballed
into what it was last Saturday,
April 28.
Speeches at theWestlake Center
ran the gamut from poetry readings
and personal anecdotes to advocacy
for policy change.
“I don’t have anything against
the kitchen, but I want it to
be my choice when I’m there,”
said Fitzpatrick to the Westlake
crowd of more than 200 men and
women.
The Seattle U Society of
Feminists, led by co-presidents
freshman Kristen Wieliczkiewicz
and freshman Asha DuMonthier,
meet every Wednesday night at
8:30 p.m. in Pigott 108.




May Day protests turn violent, vandalize downtown
Dallas Goschie
News Editor
Much of downtown resembled
an imminent disaster zone yester-
day as several Businesses boarded
up their windows and glass doors
in preparation for violent May
Day protestors after the afternoon
marches brought broken win-
dows, smashed windshields and
slashed tires.
May Day protests and march-
es are hosted annually, focusing
on a variety of issues, ranging
from worker’s rights to immigra-
tion reform. In years past, the
By the end of the day,
SPD seized 70 items,
including crowbars
and metal poles
Seattle demonstrations have been
largely peaceful, but this year’s
event brought a different scene.
The protests were intended as
part of a broader campaign for
workers rights.
On Monday, Mayor Mike
McGinn warned Seattle citizens
in a statement that he had received
information that out-of-towners
Students complain about $300 recreation fee
Chelsee Yee
Staff Writer
Recently ASSU’s mailbox has
been flooded with student com-
plaints about the new $100 quar-
terly recreational fee to be imple-
mented next year.
When the preliminary budget
the spectator news
may have formulated plans to visit
the city and use the May Day pro-'
tests as a platform from which to
behave violently.
Certainly, the protests down-
town did become quite violent
quite quickly, though it is cur-
rently unclear whether or not
these people were from outside
Seattle.
Several business windows, in-
cluding the windows of local bank
branches and Niketown, were
smashed in by protestors wearing
all black. Seattle Police reported
that, after the vandalism occurred,
the “Black Block” changed back
into street clothes and blended
into the crowd.
McGinn issued an emergency
order that authorized police offi-
cers to seize any objects from pro-
testors that may halve the potential
to be used as weapons. At the end
of the day, SPD reported seizing
70 items, including crowbars,
metal poles, wooden stakes and
more unique objects like a grotip
of lighters taped together for an
unknown purpose.
Tear gas was used at several
points during the day to break up
some of the more violent pockets
ofprotest, including in the group
that reportedly destroyed several
windows in the William Kenzo
Nakamura U.S. Court ofAppeals.
Other businesses that incurred
was released, students complained
that they wanted clarification
over the benefits the fee would
present them
As a result, members ofASSU
met with school officials to draft
up a list of tangible benefits this
fee would offer to students. The
list was emailed to the entire
Lindsey Wasson | The Spectator
A tourist from Vancouver, B.C. who identified himself only as Sam, talks on the phone after finding
his car vandalized by protesters at 6th Avenue and Pike Street in Seattle on Tuesday, May 1. A small
group of protesters dressed in black grew violent in the early afternoon, using flagpoles, rocks and
paint bombs to damage businesses downtown.
damage included several Starbucks
locations, American Apparel
and Wells Fargo.
Though the destruction re-
ceived the most media coverage
of the day, groups associated
with Occupy and others par-
ticipated in peaceful protests like
student body.
Some of the benefits include
free fitness classes for some groups,
renovation ofLogan Field and sub-
sidizing sport clubs. In addition,
there will be extended operational
hours at the gym, which include
opening earlier on Sundays, during
break periods, and fewer closures
“If it’s being utilized for some-
thing that’s noticeable and can
actually admit change, then that’s
fine,” said Lauren Maza, one ofthe
vice presidents of Redzone, “but
if it’s just throwing money at the
gym to fix up minor repairs then
it’s not worth it.”
Maza added that there is even
more reason for her to actually use
the facility if she has to pay for it.
“If it’s going to be used to im-
prove Logan Field, then there’s
more enticement for me to use
Logan Field.”
Not everyone is happy with
the plan to renovate Logan Field.
The track team, for one, was under
the impression that they had been
promised certain facilities, but
have now been told the final plan
will not include those elements.
“We had the track team come to
an ASSU meeting a couple weeks
ago for one of our rep assemblies
Occupy Hip Hop and the annual
May Day march for immigrants
and workers.
On campus, Occupy Seattle U
participated in an anti-capitalist
march and distributed their activ-
ist publication titled “Occupator.”
Some members ofOccupy Seattle
during university holidays.
Still, the long list of benefits
did not satisfy students at Seattle
University who continue to send
in their complaints.
ASSU’s sophomore represen-
tative Mackenzie Hoffman knows
best when it comes to hearing
from students; she compiles the
“Be Heard” forms, a way for ASSU
to get student feedback.
“Most people were like, ‘I don’t
like this recreational fee. What is
it? Why do we have it?’ Those were
the main things,” she said. “It’s
not necessarily something we can
change, but it’s definitely some-
thing we can answer for people.”
Some students, however, feel
like the fee could be a good thing
for the school.
U reported that officials had re-
movedthe Occupator from stands,
but this could not be confirmed
by Public Safety or others by
press time.
Dallas may be reached at
dgoschie@su-spectator.com
to talk about it,” Hoffman said.
“Basically, the plan for Logan Field
included some jumping pits and a
two-lane track for the track team
to use, but because [the university]
ran out of funding or that their
estimates were off, they’re not go-
ing to include that.”
“There’s been some misinfor-
mation about that,” said ASSU
junior representative Natalie
Alvarado. “We’re trying to figure
out exactly what was promised to
the track team or what was actu-
ally said. The jumping facilities are
for the track team, but we’re not
exactly sure if that was actually in
the original plan.”
After the email was sent out,
Alvarado and transfer representa-
tive Janie Bube met up with ad-
ministrators from Recreational
Sports and Student Development
to find out more.
“The background information
that they gave us made sense for
why [the fee] is being put into
play, but I feel like they’re still
withholding some information,”
said Bube.
Bube also added that, though
she understands that any change
to the facility requires money, she
believes it is still unfair every single
student, whetherthey use the gym
or not, has to pay.
Whether students agree or dis-
agree with the new recreational fee
to be implemented next year, they
will have the chance to attend a
forum with ASSU if they request
one by contacting either Alvarado
or Bube.
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Engineering program adapts to meet industry needs
Chelsee Yee
Staff Writer
On April 23, students and fac-
ulty from the engineering depart-
ment at Seattle University had a
chance to listen to Bryan Peterson
talk about his experience working
for Boeing. Peterson graduated
in 2005 with a B.S. in Electrical
Engineering with Computer
Engineering Specialization from
Seattle U and is now the systems
engineer who integrates the soft-
ware and electrical aspects of
the Crew and Passenger Oxygen
System into the 787 Dreamliner
aircraft.
“Ten years ago, a professor told
me that they were educating us for
jobs that have not even been cre-
ated yet. When I first heard that, I
did not understand the magnitude
of what that really meant. Now,
seven years into my career I under-
stand what Seattle University was
preparing us for,” said Peterson.
Similar to how Peterson felt
well-prepared, if not better pre-
pared than other simultaneously
hired individuals, engineering
students at Seattle U appear to
feel confident about entering the
working world.
Electrical engineering sopho-
more Daniel Nausner is one
of them.
“I definitely found myself get-
ting a lot more flexible since I
started studying here, and I learn
things faster than I did when I was
in high school,” he said. “From that
perspective, it’s really helped me,
but you don’t really know what it’s
like working in the industry until
you actually do it.”
Alvin Moser, a professor ofelec-
trical and computer engineering,
who also taught Peterson when
he was a student here, explained
that the shift in engineering educa-
tion has allowed professors to bet-
ter prepare students to enter the
Logan noise draws complaints
Grace Stetson
StaffWriter
Since Logan Field’s renovation
began during spring break, the con-
struction crew’s early morning ac-
tivities have led to frustration over
restless nights.
On April 19, senior Molly
Shepard posted a letter of com-
plaint on the Seattle University
Facebook page over the construc-
tion noise in the early hours of
the morning! A Murphy resident,
Shepard stated that she has been
continuously woken up by “high
impact” construction noise around
7 a.m. for more than five days.
“Yesterday morning, I was
jolted out of sleep at 7:10 a.m. by
extremely loud construction noises
that all has stopped by 8:30 a.m.,”
she stated in the letter. “I just don’t
understand why the loudest part of
the construction projects have been
attempted at' the wee hours of the
morning instead ofbeing saved for
a more reasonable time ofday.”
Associate Vice President of
Facilities Robert Schwartz said that
while there have been complaints
from residents who live near the
May 2, 2012
professional field.
“Engineering education, in gen-
eral, went through a very major
shift a number of years ago when
people from the industry would
come and say ‘We think that stu-
dents are lacking sort of things,”’
said Moser. “A lot of what we do
today is in response to that.”
Companies, he said, com-
plained that although students
knew the theory and technicalities
ofhow to do the job, they were un-
able to communicate about what
they’ve done.
Moser, who is also the depart-
ment’s senior design coordinator,
explained that the year-long se-
nior design project gives students
opportunities to work on that
communication through techni-
cal writing and oral presentations
that teach students how to speak
to different audiences.
In their senior design projects,
students work in teams of three to
five to design a product for a lo-
cal company within a year. For in-
stance, some students are currently
working with Kenworth Trucks
to come up with a sound system
that will decrease the amount of
noise inside the cab of a truck for
the driver.
“We teach them how to do
schedules, how to prepare budgets,
all those kinds ofthings that the in-
dustry complained about,” Moser
said. “Companies would always
complain they wanted to be able
to hire people that never needed
any orientation, to just come in
on day one and start producing
wonderful product.”
Though students at Seattle U
feel confident about going into
the field after graduating, there
seems to be a lack ofskill among
American engineers compared to
engineers from overseas.
In a 2010 Congressional
Research Service report, the in-
creased presence of foreign students
construction; the construction
team is complying with city codes.
“The times we could start kind of
clash based on our plans,” Schwartz
said. “The citycode says thatwe can
start construction at 7a.m.; yet, the
major institute master plan from
Seattle U states that we can start
at 7:30 a.m.”
Mortenson Construction is
the current general contractor for
the project. Schwartz said that af-
ter being copied on to the email
from Shepard, he spoke with the
contractor for the past few days in
order to see if they could move the
loud projects to later in the day.
“We haven’t gone out and measured
the noise from the projects, but we
understand that 90 decibels is very
loud,” Schwartz said.
As shown in the Seattle
Municipal Code Noise Ordinance
for Construction, construction
noise is allowed between 7 a.m.
and 7 p.m. in residential zones on
weekdays. The peak level of noise
duringthis time is 95 decibels. Yet,
based on Shepard’s assessments, the
workers should not be using chain
saws (which have a decibel level
of 110.6).
and even faculty in the graduate
science and engineering programs
has raised concern on the lack of
American engineers in U.S. institu-
tions and the labor force.
Foreign scientists and engineers
fill many positions in the industry
at the doctorate level and some-
times even at the Master’s level.
Consequently, U.S. workers are
affected by the entry of foreign sci-
entistswho reportedly accept lower
wages than U.S. workers in order
to remain in the U.S., but Moser
believes otherwise.
“It’s not because ofcompetition
from foreign-born students com-
ing here and getting jobs,” he said.
“It’s basically not as much interest
in engineering. People perceive en-
gineering as difficult, and if that’s
something they’re trying to avoid
at all costs, then they’re going to
choose a different major.”
He found it interesting that
when students from other coun-
tries come to the U.S. to get a
degree, a lot of them will return
home because they now have the
skills to work in their own coun-
tries. However, he did note that the
American lifestyle can be addictive,
which sometimes makes it difficult
for them to return home.
EricLarson, a professor ofcom-
puter science and software engi-
neering at Seattle U, also agreed
that it’s not a problem with U.S.
companies hiring international stu-
dents at lower wages, but rather it
is a problem ofnot having enough
American students staying in
the field.
“Places like Microsoft, Amazon,
Google — they’re havingproblems
hiring qualified people to do the
jobs they want, so they necessar-
ily have to hire people that are in-
ternational,” said Larson. “I don’t
think they’re hiring international
students necessarily because they,
can pay them less. From what I’ve
heard, they’re just not able to hire
As Schwartz stated in a later in-
terview, Seattle U’s Environmental
Safety and Health Officer Chip
Romain recently monitored the
noise meter on the tools being used
in the construction. The recorded
peak noise levels were in the range
of70 decibels to the low 80’s.
When I spoke with Shepard al-
most a week after she had posted
the letter, seemingly nothing had
changed.
“We’re students we don’t go
to bed until 11 p.m. at the earliest,”
Shepard said. “Our sleep schedules
are about midnight to 9 a.m., and
I feel like most people have that
schedule. We need our sleep in or-
der to be successful.”
“The problem isn’t the construc-
tion itself. It’s that they are starting
the loud projects before necessary,”
Shepard said. “They aren’t being
considerate of the fact that we are
students and need sleep.”
According to Schwartz, the
Logan Field construction is sup-
posed to be finished by fall 2012.
Grace may be reached a
gstetson@su-spectator.com
enough. They have to go overseas
to fill their positions.”
In response to the lack of engi-
neers in the U.S., Moser would like
students especiallyfrom the U.S. to
know that although entering the
field can he difficult, it is definitely
worth it.
One solution to encourage stu-
dents to stay in the field is requir-
ing them to do internships, which
have been known to help students
transition into the workforce.
“If [internships] were required,
then the engineering program
would do more to help you get an
internship,” Nausner said. “The
fact that it’s required makes it
easier.”
Nausner referred to his own
experience in high school. In
Washington state, students have
to do a senior project to gradu-
ate from high school. Nausner felt
that because everybody had to do
the senior project, there was a lot
of support and a lot of machinery
from schools to help students get
their projects done specifically be-
cause it was required.
“If internships were required,
then I feel like the professors and
staffwould do a better job at help-
ing students get them,” Nausner
said. “I think there are a lot of
engineering students that want
internships than there are intern-
ships going around.”
Boeing seems to be a popu-
lar choice for internships among
Seattle U students, but that’s
usually for mechanical engineers.
Nausner, like manyother electrical
engineering majors, would rather
get an internship with power or
electronics companies.
“Ideally I’d like to get an in-
ternship with Seattle City Light
or Puget Sound Energy. A lot of
electrical engineers want to go
there,” he said.
Though many engineering stu-
dents feel like a required internship
ASSU now SGSU
for one year.”
|rV!! The 26.36 per-
m/MJM cent participa-
tion rate represents
a slight improvement upon
last year’s elections, in which
just 21 percent of the student
body participated.






change was passed by the student
body. Previously known as ASSU
(Associated Students of Seattle
University), Seattle U’s student
government will now be known
as the Student Government of
Seattle University (SGSU).
In addition, two other by-laws
were passed. The first will allow
the Appropriations Committee
news EB31
would be helpful for them to enter
the professional field after gradua-
tion, there are some students who
do not plan on becoming engi-
neers. This is something Moser had
in mind when he said that intern-
ships should not be required for
engineering students at Seattle U.
“There’s always a number of
students who don’t have a lot of
interest in goinginto the industry,”
Moser said. “They want to become
research engineers, perhaps go
into academia. Having a job at a
company could be a really valu-
able thing for an academic, but it’s
not required. So I’m not sure ifwe
should require all of them.”
Larson also agreed with Moser
on the issue ofrequired internships.
“We have a variety of different
students that are in [the computer
science program] for different rea-
sons,” he said.
Though a large number of stu-
dents go into software develop-
ment where an internship might be
useful, there are still those students
who may not want to be engineers.
Rather, they may go into business
specialization or onto graduate
school where they want to do
more research.
“[An internship] doing a soft-
ware development job at a com-
pany may not be the best use
of time for students looking at
that particular course of action,”
Larson said.
According to Larson, part ofthe
engineering education is problem-
solving skills that students should
be able to apply even 15 years after
graduation. Students should grad-
uate with a set of skills that can
apply to any problem in the future.
“Ifyou’re putting too much fo-
cus in just what the current prob-
lems are today, then you’re doing
an injustice to the students.”
Chelsee may be reached at
cyee@su-spectator.com
to approve requests up to $2,000.
The second removed SURF
(Sustainable UniversityRevolving
Fund) from the ASSU Bylaws.
Gaddie plans to continue many
ofASSU’s current projects as the
president ofSGSU next year. She
is especially aware of the dissatis-
faction many students felt at the
lack ofcommunication about the
new recreation fee.
“This is not a cheap school to
go [to] and students want to make
sure that their money is being
spent well,” Gaddie said.
In addition to improving
communication, Gaddie plans to
continue work on the Bike Share
program, move forward with ef-
forts to make Seattle U a smoke-
free campus and increase school
spirit in light of the official move
to Division I next year.
“I’m really excited for next
year, hopefully we can make some
big changes,” Gaddie said.





An emergency exit door was tampered with; horn removed,
Facilities contacted.
Theft
Tuesday, April 24,12:30 p.m.
Welfare Check
Tuesday, April 24, 4:15 p.m,
the spectator
Campus Voice:
What would you like





Monday, April 23, 3:40 p.m.
A student reported an unattended laptop was stolen from
resident lounge.
Medical Assist
Monday, April 23, 9:10 p.m
DPS responded to areport of astudent on the ground; student
was evaluated by SFD and transportedto local hospital.
Welfare Check
Monday, April 23,10:50 p.m.
Family contacted DPS concerned about a student's welfare;
DPS contacted student relayed message.
Theft
Tuesday, April 24,12:45 a.m
A student reported an unattended backpackwas stolen from
the pool area.
HRL reported a student in mental distress; CAPS advised that
student be transported to local hospital for further care.
Suspicious Person
Wednesday, April 25, 9:15 a.m.
An HRL desk assistant reported a non-affiliate loitering near an




A student reported an unattended laptop stolen from a
study table.
Motor Vehicle Accident
Wednesday, April 25, 5:10 p.m.
An employeereported damage to the rearview mirrorof a uni-
versityvehicle.
Sexual Assault
Thursday, April 26,10:30 am,
A student reported a sexual assault that occurred fall quarter
in a university residence facility.
Malicious Mischief
Thursday, April 26,1:15 p.m.
DPS noticed minor damage to interior south door glass of an
entrance; Facilities contacted.
Simple Assault
Thursday, April 26,1:30 p.m,
DPS contacted a non-affiliate trespassing in a lobby residence
hall; affiliate was uncooperative and struckDPS officer, arrested
by SPD.
Theft
Thursday, April 26, 4:20 p.m,
An employee reported the theft of abicycle during winter quar-
ter; bike recovered.
Other Safety Assist
Friday, April 27,12:30 a.m,
HRL reported the overflow of a sink in a resi-
dent room; Facilities and WFF contacted
Biohazard Safety Assist
Friday, April 27,1:30 a.m.
HRL reported vomit in a second floor restroom; WFF contacted.
Erin Llyod
Sophomore, Pre-Nursing
“I don’t really know what’s in the
handbook.”
“I’d like to see their policy on electronic devices in




“I don’t know what’s in it to
begin with, so I’d like to see
illustrations.”
Chris June
Freshman, History/Art History Major
Other Safety Assist
Friday, April 27, 9:40 a.m.
Astudent reported an Enterprise rental vehicle broke down out
of state; Enterpriseprovided new vehicle for use.
Medical Assist
Friday, April 27, 7:40 a.m,
Astudent sustained acut on their fingeropening acan; wound
was bandaged.
Suspicious Person
Friday, April 27,1:40 p.m.
DPS contacted a non-affiliate male loitering in a loading dock;
trespassed warned from campus by SPD.
Other Safety Assist
Friday, April 27, 7;50 p.m.
DPS observed occupants from an outside group consuming
alcohol in Connolly Center; no Connolly Center staff present.
Theft
Saturday, April 28,, 10:45 a.m.
A student reported the theft of an unattended art portfolio left in
a classroom.
Disturbance
Saturday, April 28,10:25 p.m.
SPD advised DPS of clearing a party of university students;
alcohol violations forwarded to Conduct.
Reckless Endangerment
Saturday, April 28, 10:25 p.m.
DPS received a report of water balloons being thrown from
windows; DPS conducted area check, unable.to identify source.
Alleged Conduct Violation
Sunday, April 29, 2:00 a.m.




“Since I’m the marketing chair
for Dance Marathon, I think it
should require that everyone
attends Dance Marathon in
February!”
Interviews and photos by Kateri Town
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Take a look at what the days
ahead can do for you:
• Enjoy special pricing for most undergrad courses
• Catch up on a Core course
• Get ahead in your degree
• Try something totally new
• Immerse yourself in something you love









The state of Seattle’s school
As SUYI attempts to repair a nearby public school, administration turnovers and budgetary concerns
are crumbling an already fragile district. Will taxpayers foot the bill to fix the failing system in 2013?
‘Fixing’ Bailey Gatzert: Can it be done? Should it?
Colleen Fontana
Staff Writer
President Obama has a favor
to ask.
In his recent Interfaith and
Community Service Campus
Challenge, Obama asked students
and staff of colleges nationwide
to form connections with their
surrounding communities in or-
der to strengthen understanding
between neighbors.
Seattle University not only
accepted the challenge, but they
have been working towards such a
community connection for quite
some time.
Since 2010, the university
began establishing a tradition of
service with the implementation
of the Seattle U Youth Initiative.
The mission of the Initiative in-
volves transforming the commu-
nity around Seattle U and Bailey
Gatzert and positively impacting
the lives of the people within
that community.
Last Saturday, on Earth Day,
many students showed their ea-
gerness to respond to Obama
and the Youth Initiative’s mission
of service.
Students were dressed in red
Seattle U t-shirts and enjoyed a
breakfast together before walk-
ing to Yesler Terrace to begin
clean-up work. Carmen Cueto of
the spectator
Redzone slapped red sweat bands
into people’s outstretched hands.
For her, the event was a chance
to inspire school spirit within the
community as well.
“We’re trying to ... build com-
munity around school pride and
school spirit in the community
and using other resources on cam-
pus and doing this to target dif-
ferent parts ofour membership to
get people involved,” said Cueto.
The day attracted about 60
people, several of whom were
Seattle U alumni.
“It’s a really great opportu-
nity for us to kind of branch
out,” said Amy Landgraf, a
We want to do good




nursing student. She does, how-
ever, wish the turnouts could
be larger.
“I’ve had a lot ofpeople in the
space ask for volunteer opportu-
nities, ask for service opportuni-
ties and then the problem is they
come up and then it’s ‘I have an
exam on Monday.’”
Seattle U student Chris Olsen
helps in partnering Center for
Service with Labor of Love in
order to organize such weekend
service events for students. This
Labor for Love event matched up
well with the Interfaith Service
Challenge supported through
Campus Ministry. According to
Olsen, it can be hard for students
to give up an entire weekend
to service.
But those who are willing
to do so are helping to break
the barrier between university
and community.
“We have to recognize that all
students that attend our univer-
sity, just by the fact that they at-
tend it, ate coming from a place
ofprivilege,” he said. “We’re kind
of just placed in the center of this
community where all around us
there’s people who are living with
certain needs that aren’t being
able to be met.”
For Olsen, the Youth Initiative
is a way to not only give back to
the community, but empower it.
Though students who are in-
volved in outreach through the
Youth Initiative believe very
strongly in the work they do,
sophomore Haya Munoz said
there’s always more that could
be done.
“There’s definitely always a
need,” she said.
Senior Mathew Lane calls it a
difficult situation. Seeing Seattle
U as a privileged school, students
have to be careful that they are
being aware in their outreach.
“To do nothing would be ig-
noring the issue,” he said. “We
want to do good but we have to
be culturally sensitive.”
For a better understanding
and investment in the Youth
Initiative, students are invited to
take a class in which they discuss
the history of the neighborhood,






Youth Initiative, and existing is-
sues within education.
Sophomore Beth Williams
is currently enrolled in the
class and volunteers regularly at
Bailey Gatzert. Williams believes
everyone should take this class
in order to better understand
the scope and meaning of the
Youth Initiative.
Within the course, there is a
great deal ofself-reflection on the
work the students are doing and
its impact on the community.
“To embark on a project like
this there’s a lot of ... contra-
dictions,” said Sarah Brady, one
of the leaders of the class. “As a
school that’s trying to expand it’s
hard to ignore the fact that we
are affecting the community we’re
next to.”
But that makes a class such as
this one that much more impor-
tant, she said.
The Youth Initiative’s action
plan includes enhancing academ-
ic programs for the formation of
leaders. Brady said that with this
class, students are one step closer
to that goal.
“Anybody who is trying to cre-
ate or wants to be a part ofchange
in the world has to understand
what change is like in their own
neighborhood and how they in-
teract on a daily basis,” she said.
“It’s important to be aware of
those small details before you go
out into the world.”
Colleen may be reached at
cfontana@su-spectator.com
su-spectator.com/features
Seattle public schools select new superintendent
CarolineFerguson
Staff Writer
In the midst of massive change
and turnover, Seattle Public
School board has decided on its
new superintendent.
Jose Banda will be leaving his job
as superintendent of the Anaheim
School District in California to
come work in Seattle. His for-
mer district is small - approxi-
mately 20,000 students — and,
unlike Seattle, it serves only
elementary students.
Anaheim is also predomi-
nantly Hispanic, whereas Seattle
Public Schools is only about
12 percent Hispanic, but have
higher populations of Black and
Asian-American students.
Some have asked whether the
differences between the two districts
preclude Banda’s suitability for the
role ofsuperintendent.
On the other hand, many have
praised his calm demeanor and fo-
cus, which could be an asset for the
district as it faces instability.
Banda thinks that Seattle has
done a good job of prioritizing in
the past, and wants to continue that
trend by “making sure that we make
decisions based on our goals and pri-
orities [and] making sure [that] lim-
ited funds are going to the classroom
and supporting the children.”
Many saw Banda as an unexpect-
ed pick for the position. Candidates
Sandra Husk and Stephen Enoch
withdrew themselves from consid-
eration last weekend, but the board
says it
made its decision before the
other candidates withdrew.
Husk is the current superin-
tendent for Salem-Keizer School
District, which is the second largest
district in Oregon.
Husk was formerly an elementary
school teacher and counselor until
she took her first superintendent
position in 1996 in Denver, Colo.
No one could call Husk inex-
perienced — Seattle would have
been her fourth superintendency.
However, some saw this as a potential
problem, and worried that she may
have quickly followed her ambition
elsewhere, resulting in even higher
turnover within the district.
Husk also faced criticism for a
past run-in with the law: Husk was
once charged with driving under the
influence, which was later reduced to
driving while impaired. The district
was aware of the incident, which
Husk has called “a very regrettable
mistake.”
Enoch is the current superinten-
dent for San Ramon Valley Unified
School District in California. The
district vastly improved during his
time as superintendent and eventu-
ally became the top-achieving large
district in California.
At 62, Enoch was the oldest of
the candidates. However, he does not
plan on retiring any time soon.
“I have more energy than most
people you meet, and I’m very fit
and healthy, and I could work for
quite some time,” said Enoch to the
Seattle Times.
However, he was not initially cer-
tain that he wanted to take the posi-
tion, and questioned whether Seattle
was a good fit for him.
Enoch sees Seattle as having
“great teachers and great learners,”
but points towards the wide achieve-
ment gap as a potential challenge.
And Banda’s superintendency will
certainly have its challenges.
Due to two upcoming levies
for school reconstruction and op-
erations, the Seattle Public School
District could be asking taxpayers
for over $ 1 billion, which surpass-
es its past record of $887 million
in 2007.
Considerable shortfalls due to
budget cuts and higher-than-expect-
ed enrollment numbers precipitated
the levies, which are causing some to
question how Seattle’s schools ever
reached this point.
“We are asking our citizens for
more than we’ve ever, ever asked
for, and it’s a little worrisome,”
said school boardmember Harium
Martin-Morris to The Seattle Times’
Brian Rosenthal. “But at the same
time, while it’s sad that we have to
go to our constituents
for this, what
are the alternatives? There really
aren’t any.”
The tax hikes would add approxi-
mately $100 to the average home-
owners’ property taxes per year.
“Seattle has a pretty good grip on
the budget,” said Banda in light of
the shortfalls.
However, “[Schools] are all fac-
ing deficits in their budgets caused
by reduced revenue.”
The potential levies are being
introduced in the midst of massive
change within the district. A num-
ber ofadministrators are leaving the
district, resulting in considerable
turnover and instability.
The School Board unanimously
voted to dismiss former superin-
tendent Maria Goodloe-Johnson in
March of last year.
Goodloe-Johnson, who became
superintendent in 2007, was fired
amidst a financial scandal in which
she awarded contracts that provided
little to no public gain. The Post
and Courier reports that $280,000
of Goodloe-Johnson’s expenditures
were considered losses and $1.5 mil-
lion were considered questionable use
of funds.
“What has occurred— the finan-
cial scandal, the cronyism, the ob-
vious lack of transparency — is an
insult to the taxpayers ofSeattle.You
payyour property taxes, you obey the
rules. Others should do the same,”
said School Board Vice President
Michael DeBell to the Seattle PI
last March.
Goodloe-Johnson’s dismissal is
only the most dramatic in a string
of administrative changes within
the district.
Top academic officer Cathy
Thompson announced last Friday
that she will be leaving Seattle
Public Schools for a position at the
University ofWashington in May.
In addition, deputy superinten-
dent Noel Treat, long considered a
front-runner for the superintenden-
cy, will also be leaving the district in
May to work as deputy manager of
Mercer Island.
Banda’s appointment to the su-
perintendency is yet another change
for the district, but hopefully one
that will stick.
















Keepin' it fresh at the Broadway Farmers’ Market
Nicole Gaddie
Volunteer Writer
Every Sunday from 11 a.m. to
3 p.m., a variety of local farmers
pack up their trucks and head to
the Broadway farmers’ market
located on the Seattle Central
Community College campus.
The opening day of the farm-
er’s market was just last week
on April 22 and it will continue
to run through December 23.
When you arrive at the market,
you will quickly smell the sweet
aromas of freshly baked bread
and freshly picked tulips. Music
is heard as local street artists dis-
perse themselves throughout the
rows of white tents. A variety of
produce is sold, from flowers and
crafts to meat and eggs. All of the
sellers are local and they all have a
unique product to share.
“The crowds are great, espe-
cially when the sun is out,” said
local chicken farmer Dave Mills.
“The food is healthy and fresh and
the prices are low, I don’t know
why anyone wouldn’t come to
the market.”
Gabrielle Santerre is another
local organic farmer who comes
from Aim Hill Farms to sell her
produce. Santerre is a Seattle
University graduate who majored
the spectator
arts &entertainment
in psychology, but gained an in-
terest in organic farming after col-
lege. She decided to go to work at
the firstorganically certified farm
in Washington, Aim Hill Farm.
Established in the 1970s, Aim
Hill struggled to achieve success
as a small organic farm. During
the time, most farms sold all of
their crops to large food proces-
sors and distributors. However
Aim Hill stood with its mission
and refused to use pesticides in
its gardens. With hard work, Aim
Hill Farms developed into a flour-
ishing organic farm over the next
30 years. Now the farm specializes
in an expansive variety of organic
berries, vegetables and edible
flowers. It’s earned a reputation
amongst local consumers as well
as producers. Santerre has contin-
ued working at the farm because
of the values it holds.
“You need to build trust with
the farmer. You need to talk to
them and learn where your food
comes from,” said Santerre.
“That’s why I don’t like shopping
in the big grocery stores. You just
don’t know where the food’s com-
ing from.”
This is the same reason why
Santerre excitedly returns to the
market every Sunday.
“I like to interact with people
and educate them about our farm
and it’s history. It’s fun to talk to
people and show them an edible
flower they mayhave never tried.”
But being organic is no easy
task. To be dubbed “certified or-
ganic,” a farmer has to go through
a rigorous examination process
by the USDA. Farmers cannot
use synthetic agrichemicals for
three consecutive years. They
must maintain detailed farm his-
tories and document every input
into their fields. Because of all
these steps, it’s hard for common
American farmers to go organic
when they must adhere to these
strict standards, especially when
most are simply trying to survive
in the competitive U.S. agricul-
tural system that pushes them to
produce as many bushels per acre
as possible and heavily subsidizes
cash crops like corn.
Between 1984 and 1998 the
price that consumers paid for
food increased just 3 percent, but
the price that farmers received for
their crops dropped an incredible
36 percent. This demonstrates
the difficulty farmers face to stay
afloat, and for small organic farms
the stress is even greater. In the
long run, most small family farms
barely break even.
Next to Santerre’s booth stands
David Krepky. Kreplcy is the own-
er and manager ofDog Mountain
farm located in Carnation, Wash.
The farm was bought 11 years ago
and stands at a crucial point on
the mountain.
“You want your farm on high
ground. Ifyour farm is located in
a valley, the water will seep down
and you’ll have a higher chance of
contamination” says Krepky.
Like Santerre, Krepky’s farm
is small, organic and sustainably
operated. Dog Mountain provides
fruit, eggs, herbs, flowers, poultry
and pork. Everything in his farm
is reused. The chickens fertilize
the ground they live on. The pigs
hooves loosen the dirt in the gar-
dens to create better aeration in
the soil. The horses pull the trac-
tors and the unwanted produce
feeds the livestock.
Krepky is also very devoted to
the community. He holds a sum-
mer day camp for youth ages 5
to 12 called the “Young Farmers
Day Camp.” Here the children get
the chance to experienceand learn
about all different aspects of the
farm, from animals to vegetables
to bugs in the soil.
“I want to kids to see the real
outdoors, not the factory farms
that fill our grocery stores. They
also learn discipline, we make
them do farm chores like harvest-
ing, collecting eggs and weeding.”
Krepky grows 250 types of
vegetables and fruit. He hopes
to continue the tradition of
giving back to the community
and youth.
On Sundays Krepky and
Santerre are just two of many
local organic farmers who sell
their produce to the community.
The farmer’s market presents a
chance for people to have a great
Sunday with their family and
friends,while also learning about
their food.
“I love the farmer’s market,”
said senior Erin Lane. “Theyhave
awesome lunches and it’s nice to
sample the food before you buy
it. It’s fresh, local, and cheaper
than the organic brands in the
grocery stores.”
Jeffrey Lee also tries to make
regular trips to the market
on Sundays.
“I like to buy organic produce,
especially when it’s cheap.”
In our pressing economic
times, the farmers market is an
easy way to spend less on better
quality, supporting local business
along the way.
Nicole may be reached at
gaddien@seattleu.edu
Sy Bean | The Spectator
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When the Absolute Monarchs
played a show at the Crocodile
Cafe earlier this month, one of
the techies approached drummer
Mike von Stubblefield before the
band had even plugged into their
amps. He wanted them to try and
tone down during that night’s
performance. Though the com-
ment may have branded what
should have been a great night
with a lackluster beginning,
it also attested to a reputation
that precedes tile band. With a
sold-out album release party two
-weeks ago and a third Capitol
Hill Block Party performance on
the way, the Absolute Monarchs
are loud and proud with or with-
out their amps.
Immersed in a Seattle bar
culture where binge drinking,
smoking and snorting coke are
common practice, the stocky
and brusque von Stubblefield,
“Stubz,” is somewhat of a rar-
ity, A few years ago, Stubz, re-
assessed his goals and ditching
alcohol topped the list. He quit
cold turkey.
“I’m a motivated guy ... and
drinking got in the way of that,”
said Stubz.
His sobriety led him to
an unexpected session of the
Dungeons-and-Dragons-esque
role playing game HeroQuest
that would mark the birth ofone
of Seattle’s most popular local
bands: the Absolute Monarchs.
In an attempt to find non-
drinking friends and work his
way out of the Seattle bar scene,
friends suggested Stubz join them
in a night of good-natured fan-
tasy fun. At the HeroQuest gath-
ering, Stubz became friends with
Absolute Monarchs’ guitarist
May 2, 2012
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A bunch of fireworks being lit in front of an industrial-looking factory is an apt visual representation of the kind of music made by Absolute Monarchs.
Absolute Monarchs rock out to HeroQuest
Kellie Cox
Senior Staff Writer
Shawn Kock and the two began
to play together.
At first, the musical duo was
frustrated by differences in style.
Stubz was a “meat and potatoes”
drummer who stuck to simple
beats and Kock was more com-
plicated, favoring three-four time
and unusual riffs. Patience and
compromise would eventually
give way to.a hybrid style.
“I think both of them pushed
each other in a direction that was







to. Somewhere in between their
two styles became awesome,” said
Absolute Monarchs’ other guitar-
ist Miki Sodos.
Sodos played violin for 15
years and although she was well-
versed in classical music, guitar
was an unfamiliar instrument
that she merely dabbled in for
fun. Kock took her “under his
wing” and, once she was a part
of the band, Sodos began to
play seriously.
Crippled by stage, fright,
Sodos’ first performance in front
ofa live audience was at the 2010
Capitol Hill Block Party. With
dark eye makeup and several
tattoos embellishing her'arms,
Sodos appears to be anything but
nervous with a guitar in hand.
“Her level of concentration [at
Block Party] was just amazing.
You looked over and there was a
wall in front of her. She was di-
aled in. She was a champ,” Stubz
said of his bandmate.
Excepting the occasional
drunk audience member who
approaches Sodos with an in-
effective pickup line -— “Hey
baby, you need some help with
that amp?” — few doubt her
as a musician, Sodos seems to
be the only one who questions
her ability.
“Six months into it I told
Shawn I felt like such a beginner
compared to the skill level rest
of the band, but they all seem
to have faith in me,” Sodos said.
In general, the band seems to
have the utmost faith in every
one of its members, regardless of
conflicting musical,backdrops
and personal artistry.
A generation younger than
his bandmates, vocalist and key-
boardist Joel Schneider certainly
came from a musical culture and
methodology foreign to the rest
of the group. Schneider’s strong
jazz background and impressive
improvisational skills complet-
ed the “mish mash” and made
it cohesive.
“We started playing the songs
we had and Joel just started mess-
ing around on vocals and fooling
around on the keyboards. We all
just started looking at each oth-
er and my eyebrows raised. We
felt like, ‘Oh, this is the dude,”’
Sodos said.
Schneider’s jazz background,
mixed with Stubz and Kock’s
experience playing in DIY
punk groups and Sodos clas-
sical training make the band
somewhat indefinable, a quality
the band is actually aiming for.
On the band’s Facebook page,
the Absolute Monarchs are de-
scribed as a “band that refuses to
arts & entertainment
fit comfortably in any existing
genre,” even though the press
has lumped them into a noisy
and angst-ridden rock category
time and time again.
In Stubz’s opinion, reviewers
have yet to nail a description of
the Absolute Monarchs’ “poppy
and discordant” sound for just
that reason. Frequently, the
band is compared to ‘90s rock
staples like Sonic Youth and even
Nirvana, as well as an array of
other rock bands.
i told Shawn I felt like
such a beginner...
but they all seem to
have faith in me.
Miki Sodos
Guitarist
“You read stuff, like reviews,
and you always want to have a
good review and there are some
times when people write what we
sound like and my jaw just drops.
... Sometimes I can’t even fathom
where they got that,” Stubz said.
Upon the April release of the
Absolute Monarchs’ first album
“1,” the Consequence of Sound
gave the band a reluctantly favor-
able review.
“Find a Delorean, a phone
booth, or a hot tub, warp back
to the late ‘80s, and you’ll hear
the rollicking bass lipes of ‘Bad
Taste,’ the delusional outro to
‘Fell in Line, and the tornado-
like fury of‘Thinking Thieves’ at
half a dozen house parties outside
Seattle,” said Consequence of
Sound writer Michael Roffman.
Despite Roffman’s hesitance
to accept yet another grungy rock
band from Seattle,: the Absolute
Monarchs have been hailed by
fans and press alike. Since their
debut at the 2010 block party,
the band performed at. Seattle
Weekly’s Reverb Festival and was
named one of Seattle’s best new
bands by CityArts Magazine.
Such praise has been surreal
for the bandmates, but success
is not their primary goal. When
Stubz and Sodos recount their fa-
vorite performances, they remem-
ber a show at the Queen Anne
Easy Street Records store, when
a 10-year-old boy approached
them star-struck asking for an
autograph. They describe vividly
a friend’s Halloween house show
in which a party-goer dressed as
Spiderman danced throughout
the band while they played.
“I don’t think any of us really
take ourselves all that seriously,”
Sodos said, laughing.
This was made particularly
clear in a February interview with
the Stranger in which Kock joked
that the band’s song “Attack”
from the “1” album was based
off of “the emotional struggles
of Jason Bourne.” Although the
statement is facetious, it is not far
from it. In the band’s earlier days,
one of the band’s songs featured
lyrics about pirates, a contribu-
tion from Schneider. Stubz con-
firmed that they don’t play that
song anymore, but the Absolute
Monarchs’ love of fun and infor-
mality has not changed since the
band’s beginning.
There might be just one thing
the band doesn’t take lightly: fan-
tasy game play.
“HeroQuest is not a joke
That’s real, girl,” Stubz said.




Defining the reader’s role in the age of digital publishing
Frances Dinger
Editor-in-Chief
The e-book revolution has
meant that books are much more
widely accessible than ever before
and, in fact, Americans are read-
ing more.
The Pew Research Center re-
ports that 21 percent of adults
read an e-book in the past year
and read an average of 10 more
books per year than readers of
printed books. Despite these
hopeful statistics, the literary
community has expressed little
faith in the future of books over
the past several months.
No fiction prize was awarded
by the 2012 Pulitzer committee,
much to the ire ofpublishers and
readers alike.
"As a novelist and the author
of an eligible book, I do not love
this,” wrote Anne Patchett in the
New York Times. “It's fine to lose
to someone, and galling to lose to
no one. Still, it is infinitely more
galling to me as a reader, because
there were so many good books
published this year.”
Many of those good books rec-
ognized by the Powers That Be are
controlled by conglomerate media
companies in an age when small
publisher production is becom-
ing much easier, but commercial
interests are perhaps preventing
them from thriving.
In recognition of this problem,
the U.S. JusticeDepartment sued
Apple and five book publishers
last month for unfairly fixing
the prices on their e-books, thus
eliminating competition and
hurting consumers.
And, despite the volume
of books produced by these
publishers, the content is
largely homogenous.
“What’s good fiction accord-
ing to the NY Times and the
Capitol Hill Block Party stacks solid local talent
Grace Stetson
Staff Writer
On Tuesday April 24, the line-
up
for Capitol Hill Block Party
(CHBP) was released to the pub-
lic. From July 20 to July 22, people
throughout Capitol Hill will have
thechance to see both local and ma-
jor acts, such as Neko Case, Youth
Lagoon and NUDE.
Marketing for the event has led
many people to be confused as to
whether 2012’s CHBP will be the
“final” block party. As capitolhillse-
atde.org reports, the event will not
be coming to an end anytime soon.
The organizers are solely working
to mature the event as its audience
grows. CHBP drew almost 30,000
people last year.
Events coordinator of the Vera
Project Tristan Carosino says that
he has been working with CHBP
for 10 years as the talent buyer of
the Vera Project stage. Carosino
believes that through his previous
experience with the event, many
of the bands that perform at the
stage are ready to break out at the
national level.
the spectatorI arts & entertainment
New Yorker is very narrow,” said
deputy director of Small Press
Distribution Laura Moriarty.
Others would tend to agree
with her.
Vida, a non-profit organization
focused on promoting women in
the literary arts, conducts an an-
nual count of which major pub-
lications publish or review work
by women. About 25 percent of
authors published by journals like
the New Yorker are female and
fewer than 25 percent of women
have their books reviewed by ma-
jor publications.
In her lament against the over-
whelmingly male dominated list
of 10 Best Books of 2009 from
Publisher’s Weekly, Juliana Baggot
I do not love this
It’s fine to lose to
someone, and galling
to lose to no one,
wrote in the Washington Post that
she had learned, “If you want to
be a great writer, be a man. Ifyou
can't be a man, write like one.”
This preference for male narra-
tives does not reflect the makeup
ofmodern readers. NPR reported
that “men account for only 20
percent of the fiction market, ac-
cording to surveys conducted in
the U.S., Canada and Britain.”
Publisher’s Weekly’s Top 10 for
2011 showed a bit of progress,
with three women making the cut
compared to 2009’s zero, but the
list still does not reflect that pub-
lishing is an industry, according to
“In the past, we’ve had bands
like STRFKR, Beat Connection
and Fleet Foxes,” said Carosino.
“I’m really excited about the new
lineup this year. We have Blue Sky
Black Death and Nacho Picasso,
along with various others that
sound really good.”
Phantogram, who performed at
It’s been something on
our radar that we’ve
been really interested in.
Seattle University’s Quadstock last
year, was announced as one of the
headliners for this year’s CHBP.
Because the show will be a fly-out
show, the group will not be able to
bring out most of the lighting gear
that they usually do. However, vo-
calist and guitarist Josh Carter be-
lieves that it willstill be a special set.





Baggot, “kept afloat” by women.
In contrast to mainstream
trends, the publishers carried by
Small Press Distribution generally
equally represent genders, accord-
ing to Moriarty and 35 percent
of company’s bestselling writers
are writers of color. Twenty-five
percent of authors in the entire
catalog are writers of color.
The digital age might also
be the age of the small-press
boom, but established houses are
still getting the most attention.
Most commercial publishers
are owned by media conglom-
erates that are often tied to the
entertainment industry.
“Simon & Schuster [is owned]
by Viacom, the owners of
Paramount Pictures,” wrote Andre
Schiffrin in the Chronicle of
Higher Education. “For a while,
the publisher was even renamed
Paramount Books, the ultimate
symbol ofa Hollywood takeover.”
Similarly, HarperCollins
is owned by the ambiguously
named News Corporation, which
also owns Fox News. These are
all publicly traded companies
with a responsibility to please
shareholders.
Small press publishers are
functionally not-for-profit busi-
ness, according to Moriarty. They
do not have shareholders to ap-
pease and have fewer overhead
costs than commercial presses.
According to Moriarty, being
able to operate without these con-
cerns means the presses can focus
on the best art that fits within
their editorial vision. Small Press
Distribution carries titles from
about 400 different presses that
represent a diverse number of lit-
erary voices, but it would not be
untrue to say those voices are not
widely heard.
Small presses, like all func-
tional non-profits, often have
Seattle since Bumbershoot last
year,” said Carter. “We actually
didn’t know much about Capitol
Hill Block Party, but our tour man-
ager is
from Seattle and said it was
a really good time.”
While Phantogram has been on
the festival circuit for a few years,
Carter believes that this will be the
first experience where theyare actu-
ally surrounded by the city.
“I definitely think it will be
a cool vibe,” he said. “We always
have a good time with the Seattle
audience.”
Lemolo, a Seattle-based band,
will also beperforming at the event
for the first time. Meagan Grandall,
who sings and plays guitar and keys
in the band, says that she’s incred-
ibly excited to have been invited to
do it.
“It’s been something on our
radar that we’ve been really inter-
ested in doing,” said Grandall, an
alumna ofSeatde U. “We’re going
to be releasing our debut album
“Kaleidoscope” a few weeks be-
fore CHBP, and it will be our first
chance for an all-ages audience to
hear it.”
limited funds, which can mean
limited promotions for titles and
that writers receive a small or no
advances on their work, but this
can allow for companies to be fi-
nancially sustainable over time.
In traditional publishing houses,
a new literary fiction writermight
receive an advance of$10,000, but
receiving an advance means that
writers will not see royalties un-
til the advance is repaid by book
sales. This can take a long time
for some new writers, given that
the profit for the sale of a single
copy is often cents on the dollar.
For unsuccessful new books, this
can even mean a publisher loses
money on the title and unsold
copies are pulped. This might not
make a dent in the overall profit
ofa large publisher, but it can in-
fluence future book acquisition.
Small or no advances mean
writers can immediately receive
royalties on their books and pub-
lishers have fewer overhead costs.




This does mean that profit mar-
gins can be incredibly small for
both the publisher and the writer,
but literary fiction authors and
poets seldom make a living wage
through their writing. Even liter-
ary giants sometimes required day
jobs. David Foster Wallace accept-
ed a teaching position at Pomona
University to support his writing
and T.S. Elliott kept his job as a
Up-and-coming locals Dude
York have also been chosen to play
at CHBP for the first time.
“We are pleased as pie to be play-
ing,” said drummer Andrew Hall.
“We’re going to be playing some
shows beforehand to figure out
what works and what we will be
doing at Capitol Hill Block Party.”
Singer and guitarist Peter
Richards continued by saying that
playing CHBP is like a dream come
true for them.
“We knew it was a possibility
[to be playing CHBP] a couple
of months ago. We’re pretty giddy
about it,” he said.
“Our goal is to explode our own
perception of what Dude York is
and sounds like,” Richards said. The
band has a few more shows before
CHBP, includinga show at Neumos
on June 16.
Seattle band Pony Time, who
describe themselves as a “punk ga-
rage band heavily influenced by dis-
co music,” will also be performing
at CHBP for the first time this year.
“I’m excited to be playing at
Block Party finally,” said drum-
mer Stacy Peck. “I don’t think
Molly Gaudry
Founder, Lit Pub
banker long into his career.
Molly Gaudry, founder of the
Lit Pub, a would-be book publi-
cist turned small press bookstore
and review site, says the primary
problem with promoting small
press is cost.
“The problem is money, just re-
sources,” said Gaudry. “Consider
how much money goes into pub-
licizing a big house book. The ma-
jority of small presses just don’t
have budgets like that.”
Small presses depend on au-
thors to help promote their
books, some even funding tours
out-of-pocket. But, with the in-
creasing prevalence of digital
technology, it is becoming easier
for small press writers to mar-
ket themselves through Twitter,
Facebook, blogs, and more inno-
vative techniques like asking fans
to request copies of their books at
local libraries and the creation of
innovative contests.
Small-press darling Blake
Butler offered a popular promo-
tion after the release of “Scorch
Atlas” on Featherproof in which
he asked readers to creatively de-
stroy his book and send in the
videos, but viral promotions are
often short-lived.
It remains to be seen ifthis will
be the age of reader-controlled
publishing, but significant play-
ers aren’t totally pessimistic.
Gaudry noted that many
avid readers take recommenda-
tions from friends, and word-of-
mouth promotion is strong in
the small press community. This
has been a marketing truth for
years. Advertising is more effec-
tive when it comes from a friend;
it’s just a matter ofconnecting the
product, in this case books, with
powerful friends.
Frances may be reached at
editor@su-spectator.com
we’re doing anything special to
prepare,
but this will be fun for
me because all of my co-workers
[at the Redwood] will be playing
that day. So it’s kind of like a weird
talent show.”
“It’s cool for me, because it’s
something I can’t afford to go to,”
Peck said. “Hopefully, there will
be some other stuff that day that I
want to go to — there will definitely
be something cool to see.”
The next time people can check
out Pony Time will be on May 25
at the Skylark Club in West Seattle.
The dudes ofDude Yorkalso ex-
plained that bands are able to ap-
ply for the chance to play at CHBP.
Based on information from capitol-
hillblockparty.com, bands can apply
to play at the festival byJune 15, or
until the slots are completely filled.
The all-ages event will begin on
Friday, July 20 at 3 p.m., and con-
tinue to Sunday, July 22 at 2 a.m.
Three day passes for the event are
currently on sale at capitolhillblock-
party.com for $85.




Fragments gears up for first Elliott Bay launch
Colleen Fontana
Staff Writer
A labyrinth is a maze. A convo-
luted or intricate situation, a pre-
set path for a meditative walk, or
the anatomy of the inner ear. This
explanation describes the theme
of the new edition of Fragments,
an annual literatureand visual arts
magazine published by and for
Seattle University students. The
magazine will be released with a
reading on Thursday, May 3 at
Elliott Bay Books.
The editor and staff of
Fragments sat around a table in
the English department Friday af-
ternoon as they met to discuss the
upcoming opening event for this
year’s magazine. They would de-
scribe their work on Fragments as
a second job. Tired from the week
Friday’s Film Fest to feature darker student work
Kellie Cox
Senior StaffWriter
This Friday, burgeoning film-
makerswill gather to celebrate one
ofthe arts’ most coveted forms in
an evening of creative competi-
tion. This is not Sundance. This is
not Cannes. This is the inaugural
Seattle University Film Festival.
In the past, Seattle U partici-
pated in Campus Movie Fest, a na-
tionwide student film festival that
travels to universities, provides
students with film equipment and
training and sets them loose on a
one-week long frenzy to complete
a worthy film.
With a growing Film Studies
program, it was only a mat-
ter of time before the university
led its own student film festival.
This year, the Lemieux Library’s
Media Production Center part-
nered up with the Student Events
and Activities Center (SEAC) to
spearhead the event.
Unlike Campus Movie Fest,
the MPC gave students almost a
full academic year to complete and
submit the final cut of their films
by April23. All 17 submitted films
will be screened this Friday at 7
p.m. in the Pigott Auditorium.
A panel of judges that includes
a Northwest Film Forum staff
member and an independent
filmmaker will select the top three
submissions. The first place win-
ner will take home $500 in prize
money, while second place will
claim $250 and third $100. The
Audience Choice Award winner
will receive a membership to the
Seattle International Film Festival.
An MPC Recognition Award will
be awarded to the participant who
utilized the MPC’s training pro-
grams, resources and space to the
fullest extent.
According to MPC Manager
Jamie Peterson, an uncategorized
approach to SUFF has allowed for
a wide range of films.
“We purposefully left it open
and didn’t have a required theme.
We just have one big open cat-
egory,” said Peterson.
SUFF will feature narrative
films, music videos, experimental
films and documentaries, as well as
but eager for the finished product,
the group chatters about whythey
work so hard.
“It’s fun,” said Michelle
Eastman.
“We believe in it,” said
Anh Nguyen.
“It’s our child,” said editor
Georgiana Robinson.
Like parents, they have sup-
ported and nurtured the forma-
tion ofthe magazine and, perhaps
unlike parents, theyare more than
ready to release it to the world.
The finished product needs to
be shared.
“You read it because it’s damn
good,” said Sarah Elgatian said.
“It’s got beautiful visual art, it’s got
beautiful literary art.... Everything
in this book is quality.”
Though they are currently fi-
nalizing plans for the opening
a variety of filmmakers. Although
many participants are film majors
or regular MPC patrons, “new
faces” have submitted films as well.
[The selection is] a





“The beauty of a student film
festival is that you do get that
range of high production value
and lower production value, and
students that are more experienced
and students that are just begin-
ning. It’s a great way to recognize
student work whether this is their
first film or they’ve been doing this
for years,” Peterson said.
Nursing major Arielle Ruizo’s
SUFF submission is the first
film she has ever made. Ruizo
teamed up with economics ma-
jor and friend Peter Guilherme
to make a documentary about
rowing at Seattle U. Despite the
duo’s newcomer status, Ruizo is
not nervous about how her film
will compare to those of more
experienced students.
“I’m not too worried about
it. I’m just doing it for fun,”
said Ruizo.
For more seasoned student
filmmakers, SUFF is not neces-
sarily the only festival their sub-
mission will appear in this spring.
Some submissions were also
screened at the National Film
Festival for Talented Youth last
week (NFFTY).
One such film is “Unkept,” a
music video submitted by senior
Sawyer Purman and co-created
by junior Ben Anderson. The film
takes place at Snoqualmie Falls
and mixes nature with technology
by interrupting the scenery shots
with stereos that fade in and out of
the space. The film was listed un-
der the category of Random Acts
reception, the work has been ongo-
ing since September. Through fliers
and tabling, students were invited
to submit workthat might then be
chosen to run in the next magazine.
Moderator ofFragments, profes-
sor Sharon Cumberland, is more
than pleased with the students that
developed the magazine this year.
According to her, organization in
previous years hasn’t always been
reliable. But this year’s team takes
a great deal of time and pride in
theirwork.
Each submission was read by
every member of the staff in or-
der to ensure they all agreed on
the pieces that would be printed.
The magazine highlights talented
Seattle U writers and artists with-
in the theme of“Labyrinth,” and
such a topic leaves a lot of room
for innovation.
at NFFTY because of its nontra-
ditional approach.
“It’ll be hit or miss. People will
either like it, or they’ll be like ‘This
is stupid,’” said Purman.
Although the MPC found that
the SUFF submissions range from
nontraditional to “crowd-pleas-
ing,” MPC Graduate Assistant
Brandon Lueken noticed that
the common thematic trend
was solemnity.
“[The selection is] a little darker
than I was expecting. There are
some serious dramas. There are
arts & entertainment
“There’s six degrees ofsepara-
tion with ideas,” Cumberlandsaid.
“So that any ideathat you have you
could connect somehow to the sort
ofcomplicated, complex, intense
kind ofworld that literary acts are
trying to engage with.”
Students are invited to support
the magazine at the Elliot Bay
opening. Fragments has partnered
with the local bookstore before in
order to sell magazine copies to the
customers, and such an affiliation
is likely to happen again this year.
People do have to pay for the
magazine, but the cost ofmaking
the publication is so high that the
staff doesn’t really make a profit.
The funds for each new issue come
mostly from sales of the previous
year as well as small amounts
from ASSU and the creative
writing program.
some pretty heavy topics in there,”
said Lueken.
Junior Dalyce Lazaris sub-
mitted a short observational
documentary about the number
three bus that travels from the
Central District to Downtown.
The piece, called “Number Three:
Acheron,” touches on the divide
that exists between people even in
close proximity.
“I always got really depressive
vibes from the number three, so I
was trying to convey that visually,”
said Lazaris.
the spectator
Despite high costs, the staff
likes that they are working hard
towards something they can be
proud of.
The magazine is a unique, tan-
gible way for students to engage in
the arts at Seattle U.
“We want students to know
that they can be involved,”
Cumberland said. “That this isn’t
something that’s over and apart
from them, that this is for them,
by them, and that it’s an absolute-
ly permeable boundary. ... Come
and join us or be inspired to write
something yourself.”
Editor's note: Robert Thompson and
Andre Wyatt are designers both at The
Spectator and Fragments.
Colleen may be reached at
cfontana@su-spectator.com
Although SUFF is certainly an
outlet through which students can
convey such thoughts and emo-
tions visually, SUFF’s key pur-
pose is more community-based
than individualistic.
“We want to help foster a mov-
ie-making community. The film
festival is a way for us to build that
community,” Lueken said.
So, ladies and gentlemen, sit
back, relax and enjoy the show.




help the world. J
M.A. in Social &
Sustainable Management
An innovative 11-month
graduate business degree for the
non-business major.
It’s here...an accessible business degree for
non-business majors who want to diversify
their skill sets, increase their marketability,
and bring hope to our world.
• Explore a Christian understanding of ethical
and sustainable business practices that
respect both people and the planet
• Develop relevant, real-world skills in
accounting, finance, economics, marketing,
and management
• Train and work beside a select group of
intelligent, like-minded students in a
hands-on educational model
• Study abroad in some of the world’s fastest
growing emerging markets (e.g. China, India)
• Intern with Seattle’s top businesses and
network with key professionals
• Earn a master’s degree in just 11 months
Apply today: spu.edu/massm.




Redzone to become independent organization
Ashley Roe
Staff Writer
Redzone, known for supporting athlet-
ics and promoting school spirit at Seattle
University sporting events, is leaving their
current position under ASSU to become an
independent organization as ofJune 11.
Starting out as a club with 50 members
just five years ago, Redzone has seen astound-
ing growth over the years and has come to
etch out a placefor themselves in student life.
“Redzone has swept across Seattle
University in the form ofa grassroots move-
ment,” said NickPeterson, an athletic gradu-
ate assistant for Redzone. “The culmination
of support has reached the point where
Redzone is recognized as an aspect of the
student body.”
Becoming independent will mark a new
era for Redzone, by being on the same stat-
ure as other largeSeattle U organizations like
ASSU and SEAC.




joined the listofSeatde University
varsity athletic teams, making it
Courtesy of Chris Joseph Taylor
The Seattle U women’screw team prepares for a night practice in theShip canal on Lake Union on Oct. 6.
the spectator
the 11 th women’s sport and 20th
overall. Out of a pool of four
candidates, rowing was chosen
over lacrosse, gymnastics and
beach volleyball.
sports
“Redzone is relatively new but it’s a big
step to say they are no longer a daughter
organization [of ASSU] and instead a sister
organization,” said Katie Wieliczkiewicz,
president ofASSU.
Since Redzone will no longer have to peti-
tion ASSUfor funding, ASSU will be gaining
a freed up portion offunds to use elsewhere.
Redzone will be allotted a bigger budget
along with its new title.
“[This change] gives Redzone’s council
the opportunity to start planning in advance
more, since [the council] won’t have to wait
until the fall to know the budget for next
year,” said Erin Lane, president ofRedzone.
Plans to focus more on the game day
budget by giving better promotions for
events is one of the goals the council hopes
to accomplish.
“Redzone’s council will be better able to
plan the schedule better accordingly,” said
Carmen Cueto, vice president of member-
ship and special events. “The council can
The addition of women’s
rowing was part of an ongoing
evaluation of NCAA compliance
within Seatde U athletics. As part
of Title IX, the NCAA has set
regulations about participation
that are relative to the population
work through the summer to plan for fall
sports events, like soccer, which start right
away when students get back.”
The official independent title brings other
perks, like gaining an advisory and changing
officer salaries as well.
The previous edition ofThe Spectator not-
ed Redzone “can only compensate its execu-
tive council at level one payment, regardless
of their position on the council.”
This new budgetwill help get pay raises for
student positions within Redzone in order to
compensate the employees more fairly.
As always, Redzone wants to continue to
have a close partnership with students, past
and present.
“The independence will help Redzone
form a better relationship with the student
body and to hopefully help create a greater
presence withalumni,” said Lauren Maza, one
ofthe vice presidents of game day operations.
With almost 200 members currently, the
council hopes to expand membership to more
dynamics within a university.
“Participation is one of the
important considerations forTitle
IX. And as we have grown as an
athletic department we started the
reclassification process and the
decision to move back to Division
1 we added sports that are impor-
tant to our history and important
for the university and its enroll-
ment goals,” said Eric Guerra, as-
sociate athletic director for finance
and compliance.
Rowing was chosen for a va-
riety of reasons, including the
rich rowing tradition within the
Northwest and Seattle U, as well
as projected participation and re-
sources available. Because rowing
practices off-dfmpus, facilities ad-
ditions would be minimal.
“Obviously rowing is an off-
campus sport because you have
to be on the water,” Guerra said.
“Knowing that is the way it is, we
feel it best supports what our fa-
cilities are. We do have a limited
amount of field and court space
so we always want to be cognizant
of that.”
The aspect of tradition was
reiterated by both Guerra and
junior Dan Harrison, president
of the rowing club.
have made this exciting progres-
sion without the alumni from
the Seattle University Rowing
Foundation, a conglomerate of
alumni from the founding year in
1965 until today,” said Harrison.
“The alumni are dedicated to sup-
porting both men’s and women’s
crew in their pursuit of excellence
in the sport of rowing.”
When the sport begins this
fall, the team will consist of 20
to 30 members, enough to satisfy
the normal regatta events ofwom-
en’s varsity 2, women’s Varsity 4+
and women’s varsity 8+, while
still having enough participation
for people to have replacements.
While recruitment won’t happen
for the 2012 season, the sport will
“The women’s team could not
students with every upconiing year.
Even through all the changes, Redzone’s
underlying efforts to continue to be a driv-
ing force for school pride will continue to
hold strong.
“Since the school is moving to D-l next
year, it is important for Redzone to take the
next step as a group in orderto support athlet-
ics as best as possible,” Lane said.
year are coming up soon.
The 9-9-9 RZ Challenge will coincide
with Seattle U’s baseball game against Nevada
at Bannerwood Park on Sunday, May 6 at 12
p.m., for those who are up to the challenge
to .eat nine hot dogs and drink nine sodas in
nine innings.
Redzone’s final Redout, along with the
last red Friday, will be held on June 1 in the
library courtyard.
Ashley may be reached at
aroe@su-spectator.com
Redzone’s last two events for the school
be open to walk-on participants
with previous experience as well
as participants without.
“I think the neat thing about
rowing is that it provides a great
opportunity for participants in
other sports who want to compete
at the college level,” Guerra said.
“You get students that playedvol-
leyball, basketball or soccer that
may not be at the skill level of
a Division 1 college athlete in
that particular sport but they
have the drive, desire and work
ethic and they want to have that
opportunity. Rowing opens up
that opportunity.”
The addition of women’s row-
ing is part ofa phased process that
includes budgeting for the entire
Athletic Department. The team
will start out at a smaller level,
with growth and expansion ex-
pected over a five year period.
“This is a phased process. We
are going to take manageable
steps as we add a full-time staff
position,” Guerra said. “There are
equipment needs we are going to
have to address. We’re going to
take some time to evaluate capital
expenses such as the boats.”
“We’re in the process with an
outside consultant to develop our
five year business plan. That’s for
the entire Athletic Department
within the university ... to
develop a five year business plan
that will incorporate rowing,”
Guerra said.
Currently, the team is in the
process of finishing out its club
season before beginning the tran-
sition to varsity status. In doing
so, the athletes will have to go
through NCAA regulations train-
ing and preparation for the addi-
tional academic standards in place
through the NCAA. In addition,
the Athletic Department is cur-
rently in the process of looking
for a coach for the team as well.












Women’s tennis takes second in conference tourney
Kevin Dunham
Staff Writer
The Seattle University womens
tennis team capped an impres-
sive week by taking second place
in the Great West Conference
Tournament while having three
players makeAll-Great West teams,
led by Great West Player ofthe Year
Katrina Schwab.
Schwab earned Player of the Year
honors after leading the Redhawks
to their most successful season as
a Division I program and a sec-
ond place finish at the Great West
Conference Tournament.
“It’s an honor. It’s just kind of
overwhelming and I’m blown away
by it,” said Schwab. “The gravity of
it maybe hasn’t sunk in but I guess
I’m just honored and blessed to re-
ceive that award.”
Schwab wrapped up the sea-
son with nine wins while playing
most of the season at the number
Amid national accolades, senior Broussard discusses future
Peter Sacotte
Volunteer Writer
Intimidating would not be the correct word
to use. Soft spoken, impeccably groomed, and
quick to laughter, it is easy to forget that you
are speaking to an elite athlete. World-class
may even be a betterterm to use.
Senior Aaron Broussard, 22, is eagerly
awaiting the summer whichwill mark the end
of his time as a Seattle University basketball
standout. While Seattle U has been a home
for him, Broussard stands ready to take on
the world.
“Hopefully, the next five or six weeks go
pretty quickly,” said Broussard, who just made
Honorable Mention All-Jesuit for his accom-
plishments this season. “It’s kind of a wait-
ing game right now. I know that something’s
going to happen, I just don’t know what
or when.”
And the what and where of Broussard’s
next move might come as a surprise to many.
Having previously stated his desire to seek out
professional basketball in Europe, his other
opportunities have moved him outside his
known domain at Seatde U.
“I’m also doing a football tryout,” he said.
“It’s for the [San Diego] Chargers, but it’s a
local tryout. I got invited.”
Moving off of the hard court and into the
realm ofthe NFL seems to be a dauntingchal-
lenge, but football, professional basketball and
even regular life outside of college sports does
not faze Broussard. He credits the Seattle U
Athletic Department for preparing him for the
new environments he will soon experience.
Givingspecial praiseto basketball head coach
Cameron Dollar, Broussard takes special care
in illuminating all that he has been taught by
his mentor and, now, friend.
“I think confidence was a big thing with
me that he saw that I lacked in. If I could
figure out that and stop ‘fighting myself’ as
he called it, I could do some good things and
thatwas definitely true,” said Broussard. “Just
being confident in yourself to take on a role
like that [in leadership] can kind ofhelp you
when you’re going into new environments and
meeting new teams. IfI can keep building on
the things he taught me, it’s going to help me
no matter where I try to go after this.”
Broussard’s admiration for the experience
garnered under Dollar as well as the lessons he
has been taught finallybrings his age back into
perspective. As a 22-year-old ready to travel
to Europe at a moment’s notice, recalling the
memorable moments of his Seattle U career
one singles slot. Playing at number
one meant she played each team’s
toughest competition every match,
often playing foreign players who
had gone through tennis academies.
“You know you’re playing the
best of the best from each of the
schools. It can be daunting but you
can’t go into a match feeling scared
or intimidated.... You have to have
some level of confidence going
in like, ‘I can beat this girl, I can
compete, I can find her weakness,”’
Schwab said.
After four years offitennis at
Seattle U, Schwab amassed a record
of54 wins and 56 losses in singles,
a figure that is understated be-
cause records of fall circuits weren’t
kept. In doubles, Schwab finished
even better, ending with a record
of62-49.
“We’re blessed to have her. The
standard that she has set with what
she has done is a very high stan-
dard with hard work, leadership,
Aaron Broussard looks to shoot. Broussard was named Honorable Mention on the All-Jesuit team earlier this month.
suddenlysoftens the strong tone and smoothes
the hard edgesthat make Broussard sound and
look like an imposing figure.
Quickly, the scene just inside the old
Connolly building becomes conflicting. The
noise from the slow traffic ofathletes moving in
and out of the confusing corridors ofthe com-
plex fades out as nostalgia takes over briefly. A
slightly bigger smile creeps across Broussard’s
face as his talk become easy banter with input
from Jason Behenna, the media coordinator
forthe Athletics Department, in orderto clari-
fy a particularly shocking score line from a few
years passed.
Broussard was quick to break down
the highlights.
“Our first game in Key Arena, my fresh-
man year, we played [Loyola Marymount
University] and won,” he said. “And then the
next yearwas our home opener there, we were
going to play all of our home games at Key
Arena my sophomore year. In that first game
we played Fresno State and won. I think it was
the day they were naming it the Elgin Baylor
integrity,” said head coach Mark
Frisby. “We are so fortunate to have
her at this school and it is going to
be very difficult to replace her. But
she’s set a standard and taught these
girls what’s expected ofthem.”
Joining Schwab on the Great
West First Team was junior Lindsey
Newman, while sophomore Sarah
Lucas earned second team honors.
Despite placing second at the
Great West Championships, the
team fell one win short ofreaching
its original goal of having a win-
ning season. The season wrapped
up with the Redhawks winning
13 and losing 14, though they
did have matches that could have
changed that.
“There were at least three or
four different matches that went
3-4 losses that we had set points or
match points,” Schwab said. “It eas-
ily could have gone the other way.
Gonzagawe almost beat, University
ofPortland, Montana, Boise State.
court, so that was a special night for that as
well. When we won at Oregon State, we won
by 51. When we beat Virginia at Virginia,
those are always in my head.”
He also points out the impact the Redzone
had on him as player.
“A big part ofcollege sports is the student
section and a lot of the students who know,
too, you’ve had classes with them. You see
them around,” Broussard said. “We played
Utah State this year at home and it was snowy
weather so nobody really came to the game,
but then we had the most students we’ve ever
had at a game. They took over one whole base-
line. I don’t think you get that same connec-
tion at the next level.”
Each day brings Broussard one day closer
to graduation and as herecounts the unforget-
table times he has witnessed as a Redhawk.
No one can say that Broussard is about
to leave everything behind him as he makes
a new name for himself in the professional
world. The imminent prospect ofstarting a
family and still taking them all around the
They all were close.”
Commenting on the highlights
of the season, Frisby said, “I think
beating Pan-American was big. We
really beat them. ... We could have
beaten them 6-1. Eastern we beat
4-3. We beat Weber State”
Schwab was not the only success-
ful player, however. The team had
several players with winning records
this year, led by Newman’s 21 -6 sin-
gles record and Lucas’ 16-7 record.
The team was the first Seattle U
team to make it to the final match
ofa conference tournament. While
some teams had made it to finals be-
fore, this year was the first instance
where they had a chance to win the
tournament in a final match-up.
“It was a great way to end the
year. Being in a conference cham-
pionship is huge. This has been
our most successful season since
we switched to D-l,” Schwab said.
The women’s tennis team played
its final match as a member of the
sports the spectator
world to whereverhe finds a team to employ
his talent does not even register as a concern.
Beyond having thesupport ofhis fiancee,
he alsosays he has thefull support ofhis fami-
ly. Part offinding ofa job, as Broussard still re-
lates becoming aprofessional athlete to, entails
the possibility ofmoving far away. Relocation
just seems to add to the excitement.
“It’s an adjustment,” he said. “Well, be-
cause I’m here, my parents live 25 minutes
away. I can make it feel further than that, but
I don’t choose to, but the longer you go with-
out talking to them it gets easier. Don’t think
about the miles. Just call it home and hope it
feels that way.”
With a final laugh and a big grin, one that
will look great when it is seen in a newspaper
much larger than The Spectator, Broussard
sums up all his doubts and concerns about the
future: “It all sounds pretty good right now,
I’d have to let you know when I get there.”
Peter may be reached at
sacottep@seattleu.edu
Great West Conference. The team
will be joining the WAC starting
next year and will be competing
with teams such as Fresno State,
Hawaii and Idaho.
Kevin may be reached at
kdunham@su-spectator.com
Kateri Town | The Spectator
Senior Katrina Schwab was
named the Great West Confer-
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The media coverage of May Day protests held yester-
day in Seattle’s downtown area has been dominated by
stories and photographs depicting the protests as violent
and random acts of anarchy. But the shattered windows,
slashed tires and spray-painted anarchy symbols only
represent a small portion of the protests that happened
on Monday. For the most part, the protests on Monday
were completely peaceful. Some yearly protests, like the
one held everyMay Day to promote immigration rights,
has never seen violence in its long history. Movements
like Occupy Seattle are based on nonviolent ideals.
Why then, do we still perceive May Day as a day
of violence?
The organizers of peaceful May Day protests and
Occupy alike face a huge public relations problem when
they try to maintain the image of being peaceful amid the
violent acts of a few fringe participants. Seattle’s May Day
protests have never been the result of one singular orga-
nized effort but rather a plethora of independent protests
with a variety of causes and motives. These disparate
groups also employ different tactics as evidenced by the
broken windows of the Nike store downtown. It’s almost
impossible for peaceful groups to dissociate themselves
from the acts ofviolence that happened Monday because
people will remember the damage more than the slogans.
Given the importance of public opinion and image for a
populist group like Occupy Seattle, The Spectator feels
that it is counterproductive for anarchist dissidents to
perform acts of violence. By turning discussion to de-
struction, protesters made the event about them instead
of the issues at hand. This isn’t to say the acts of violence
are always wrong or ineffective, but rather that they are
damaging the ability of other groups to make their voices
heard. The Spectator urges the destructive anarchist
groups to think about the larger meaning of May Day
before they ruin the reputation of peaceful groups like
Occupy Seattle.
The Spectator editorial board consists of Frances Dinger, MacKenzie Blake, Kelton Sears, Emma McAleavy, Dallas Goschie, J. Adrian Munger, Sy Bean, Andre Wyatt
and Collin Overbay. Signed commentaries reflect the opinions of the authors and not necessarily those of The Spectator. The views expressed in these editorials are not
necessarilythe views of Seattle University.
Rising election turnout an encouraging sign
Katie Wieliczkiewicz
ASSU President
Go ahead, pat yourself on the
back. This past election brought
in a record high of 1,151 stu-
dent votes, or 27 percent of the
undergraduate student body to
the ballot. While this isn’t the
50 percent goal I wanted to
reach, I admit that it’s incred-
ibly impressive and something
that we, as a university, can be
very proud of. The credit is not
mine though; I’d like to public-
ly thank Elizabeth Eickelberg,
our Secretary of Elections, for
her hard work and dedication
to make this percentage a re-
ality, and to also thank all the
opinion
candidates who courageously ran
for a position in this election.
Another historic moment
that I’m proud to share is the
student body voting to approve
the name change, so starting in
September 2012, our organi-
zation will officially be known
as the Student Government of
Seattle University and will also
have a new logo for it. I know
that there is some hesitation on
campus about the rebranding, but
I would like to promise that this
has been, and will continue to be,
a very intentional process in how
ASSU will transform to SGSU.
If
you
have any suggestions, or
would like to be involved in the
process, I would be more than
A place for student
publication
As part of the May Day protests and rallies, Occupy
Seattle Ureleased an activist publication titled “Occupator”
using a manipulated version of The Spectator’s masthead.
The publication included poetry, activism-related articles
and some anti-Spectator comments. We will not spend this
editorial space defending ourselves. Students have a right to
express their opinions about the institutions in their com-
munity. We would, however, like to remind readers about
the role of student publications on university campuses.
It is a positive thing when multiple student publications
exist on the same campus, proof of an active student body
working to make sense of the world through writing. It is
difficult to serve the entire scope of the community with
a single publication. The Spectator could be classified as a
general interest publication like The Seattle Times, cover-
ing a broad range of issues, while specialty publications like
The Economist publish writing on a single topic or theme.
Campuses should foster both general interest publi-
cations and specialized publications like The Catalyst
and Fragments. They can work together to create an
inclusive discourse.
One of the direct criticisms the Occupator listed was that
The Spectator should provide space for anonymous editorials
about campus issues. On this issue we remain firm: we will
only accept anonymous editorials if the writer has legitimate
concerns that the publication ofsuch material will endanger
them in body or in their position on campus. Too often,
anonymity is a way for people to criticize their opponents
without allowing that same critical eye to reflect back on
them. We maintain that anonymity is for the Internet. News
publications are for transparent discussion, when possible.
And, as always, we would like to remind all students
that our 7 p.m. meetings on Monday.in our office in
Campion are open to all students who wish to learn more
about our process and we accept letters to the editor at
opinion@su-spectator.com.
happy to meet with you.
As student body president, it
has been a personal commitment
to make sure that the transition
from this year to the next is as
seamless as possible, and I am
happy to say that we are on the
right track. We have numerous
returners on student government
who will be able to honor this as-
sembly’s legacy, but also continue
to listen to the students and con-
tinue moving us forward.
The large number of voters
also gives me confidence that we,
as a student body, are committed
and involved with our university,
and really care about our educa-
tional experience. Although I will
not be here to pester next year,
I can only hope that the percent
of voters continues to increase,
and the candidate pool remains
as strong.
On a side note, this Friday,
May 4, will be the second to
last “First Friday Doughnuts &
Coffee,” in the ASSU Office,
Student Center 360 from 9:00
a.m. until we run out. Make
sure to stop by, grab some treats,
and share your thoughts with
us about this year. We’re almost
there Redhawks, only a few weeks
left until summer. Keep staying
involved and as always, please let
us know what we can do for you.








Bin Laden anniversary raises PR questions
Brock Parker
Debate Team Columnist
With the one-year anniver-
sary of Osama bin Laden’s death
being May 2, it’s of course fit-
ting that he’s back in the news.
What we’re hearing now though
are roars from the Obama cam-
paign about how great a job the
president did in eliminating
this evil man from our earth. I
am, of course, still ecstatic that
bin Laden is dead and pleased
that Obama gave the go order.
But, that’s really all he did: give
an order.
The Obama camp is using
what happened to bin Laden
as an argument for re-election,
as well as an attack on Mitt
Romney. I guess I’m a little con-
fused. Was the president the one
who orchestrated the attack? Was
he one of the men on the ground
in Pakistan who actually killed
bin Laden?
The answer to both inquiries
U-wire
College debt becoming election focal point
The Oracle Editorial Board
University of South Florida
An issue that both President Barack
Obama and Republican presidential can-
didate Mitt Romney actually agree on can
only mean two things for America — either
the Mayans were right or it’s something that
should be seriously considered.
With Congress’ College Cost Reduction
and Access Act, which decreased the interest
rate on federal student loans from 6.8 per-
cent to 3.4 percent, set to expire July 1, both
class-equality advocate Obama and cham-
pion for the private sector Romney have
finally found some common ground. Not
extending the act could cripple the future
generation ofcollege students and workforce
beyond repair.
According to The Atlantic, the typical
college tuition has tripled over the last 30
years, yet the earnings gap between college
graduates and high school graduates has also
tripled during the same timeframe, from 75
percent in 1979 to 230 percent in 2003.
This “paradox of college costs,” as The
Atlantic calls it, means that it is now just
as expensive to go to college as it is not to
go. And when considering that tuition in
Florida is set to escalate yet again — the
State University System sustained a $300
billion funding cut in next year’s budget —
loans will have an even bigger presence in
Florida students’ battle against a 9 percent
unemployment rate, according to the Tampa
Bay Times.
If the act is not renewed, students would
watch those loan rates double overnight — a
difference of about $1,000, according to the
Washington Post.
The only hitch in the plan, and the issue
giving pause to Congressional action, is the
$6 billion it would cost to extend the pro-
gram for another year, according to the Post.
Flowever, it’s worth noting that the cost
could have been almost completely covered
by the extra revenue brought in from the
“Buffett Rule,” a tax plan recently defeated
by Congress that would place a minimum
tax of 30 percent on American millionaires.
There is no easy solution to helping to-
day’s college students when 50 percent of
is of course “no.” Responsible
for planning this incredible at-
tack were Admiral Mike Mullen
and Secretary ofDefense Robert
Gates, both ofwhom were Bush
appointees. Beyond these men
though, countless other military
personnel who have received lit-
tle credit also played crucial roles
in planning the attack. Perhaps
the most credit though goes to
the Seal Team Six unit that was
actually on the ground and actu-
ally risked their lives.
All that was left was for the
president to say “go.”
What’s the big deal?
I’m not saying the president
did anything wrong — not at all.
There simply wasmot much for
him to do in a mission like this.
So, it is safe to say that he’s reach-
ing a little too far into the “I’ll
take credit for that” bag, don’t
you think? He simply deserves
whatever the political equivalent
is to “giving yourself a pat on
the back.”
recent grads are unemployed or underem-
ployed, as Romney told reporters Monday.
Without changes to government spend-
ing, this temporary solution to boosting
job prospects for students will become a
repeated discussion. However, with severe
cuts to federal aid programs and 7.4 mil-
lion students across the U.S. affected by
the act, according to the Chicago Tribune,
it is necessary to preserving the future of
the
economy.
So we’ve established that very
little credit actually goes to the
President. Assuming he did de-
serve all the credit his campaign
is claiming though, we have to
wonder why on Earth this is a
campaign point at all. Despite
the polarizing America in which
we currently live, sometimes we
are one nation, and as a collective
we can huddle around an event
and all Americans can rejoice,
without politics playing a role.
Ed Gillespie made this point
very clearly just recently, and ex-
plained to us that this is how it
was following bin Laden’s death.
Since then, Vice President
Joe Biden and Obama campaign
staffers have turned this unify-
ing event into a political catfight.
They have laid claim to every-
thing good that happened, and
posited that had Romney been
in the White House, he would
not have given the green light.
The simple truth is that
any president, Democrat or
Romney and Obama have realized that
this is not a party issue and Congress should
too. Creating opportunities for future gen-
erations is a platform that all allege to work
toward, and actually finding a solution to
turn words into action would secure votes on
either side of the political spectrum.
The editor may be reached at
opinion@su-spectator.com
Republican, would have given
the green light to kill bin Laden.
To think otherwise is delusional.
As Romney even said, Jimmy
Carter would have even given
the go order.
My request to the Obama
campaign is this: leave it alone.
I am pleased the President gave
the order, and have no qualms,
political or otherwise, with what
he did. The pure fact of the mat-
ter though is that in the over-
all scheme of things, President
Obama played a very minor role
in killing bin Laden. It should
be irrelevant though how big a
role he played. Instead we have
found that the Obama adminis-
tration and campaign has turned
something we can all be proud of
into something only those who
don’t support Mitt Romney can
be proud of.























No corrections this week.
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MECHA Celebración shakes Campion
Above left: Sophomore Dominic
Rodono competes to win free tick-
ets to next year’s MECHA event by
imitating a mariachi band singer.
Above right: The group Alfredo y
Los Directores finish the MECHA
Celebración with dancing in the
Campion Ballroom. The band played
traditional Latin-American songs.
Right: Students take to the dance
floor as the first band of the night,
Mariachi Guadalajara, performs.
Below left: The 10-member band
Mariachi Guadalajara was the
first of several bands to perform.
Below right: Catherine and F.J.
Abaya demonstrate the tango, the
national dance of Argentina, after
students cleared the dance floor at
the MECHA Celebración.
All photos by
Sy Bean | The Spectator
For a listing ofpublic safety incidents
turn to page 8.
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Redzone cuts loose
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